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Infrared Spectroscopy. App11cat10ns of Laser-S1deband.
Raman and Photoacoust1c Spectroscopy
W.L. Heerts
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Laser Frequency Synthesis: 01rect Frequency
Measurements and U1tra High Res01ut1on Spectroscopy
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K.M. Evenson

L H3.

H1ah Prec1s10n Inlrared Spectr08COPY
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L M5.
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L H6.

+
~he

Infr~red

Spectra

of")

and

its

Deuterium

Isotopes

Jamp.s K. G. Watson
This
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discusses

the

assignmcnt
+
+

+
fundamenta1s
various
known

of

groups,
and

a11
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formulation
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extrapolations
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and
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to hiqher

is also

with

the

results
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calculations.
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measurements

these

are

wcll
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by the

which
found

and
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use

effective

o( a Padé
more

to qive

rcliahle

better

fittinq

fits
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vibration-rotation

These fits ar<,

diaqonali7.ation.
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now

to formulate
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are
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of parameters.
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Calculat10n of Molecular Rotat1on-Vibrat1on
the Potent1al
Energy Funct10n
per Jensen.

Department

Langelandsgade

funot1on

molecules

of rotat10n-v1brat1on

d1rectly

from the nuclear

(w1th1n the Born-Oppenhe1mer

metbods developed
speotrosoop1c

we oan calculate

or astropbys1oal

energy funct10ns.
the potent1al

iDterest

funct10ns

express

by try1ng.

are "natural"

to the system.

f1nd bas1s

1.e.

coord1nates

tbat

1s to develop

resemble

methods

iDterest1ng
computers.
treated.

that

to

that

y1eld

between d1fferent

tbese

of

data.

Ham11ton1an 1n ooord1nates

1n d1agona11z1ng

funct10ns

of

representat10ns

us1ng present-day

Ham11ton1ans w1th min1m1zed coup11ngs
mot10n. Further.

energy

frequenc1es

for each type of moleoule

the rotat10n-v1brat10n

of

W1th the

of speotroscop1cally

(J m 10) 1s feas1ble

Tb1s 1s ach1eved

pot1ent1al

to exper1mental

of the work descr1bed

wh1ch the calculat10n

energy levels

levels

from ab 1n1t1o potent1al

analyt10al

by f1tt1ng

w1th

energy

approx1mat10n).

trans1t10n

or we can ref1ne

The ma1n object1ve
through

of Aarhus.

1s a rev1ew of work 1 have been involved

the oalculat1on

tr1atom1c

Un1vers1ty

D1rectlyfrom

140. DK-8000 Aarhus C. Denmark

Th1s talk
ooncern!ng

cf Chem1stry.

Energ1es

types

Ham11ton1ans we try

tbe e1geDfunct10ns

of

to

of the

system as mucb as poss1ble.
1 shall
v1brat10n

pr1mar11y d1scuss

energy levels

bender model.
perturbat10n

m~leoules:

1n wh10h the energ1eD are obtaiDed
approach.

Morse oso111ator
for equ11ateral

i- M8.

two metbods to obta1n

of tr1atomic

bas1s

and secondly
funot10ns

that

13 and 121 moleoules

a var1at10nal

the rotat10n-

f1rst

Kraelller

a

method us1ng

we have presently

developed

oo1y.

Recent Quantum Chem1ca1 Ab In1 t10 Ca1culat1ons
Molecular
Potent1al
Hvpersurfaces
W.p.

the nonr1g1d

through

pf

-
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Ab In1t1o Calculat10nsas a Tool 1n High-Resolution
V1brat1on-Rotat1on Spectro8COPY

L M9.

P.

L M10.

BOt8chwina

Diode Laser 5pectroscopv of some Unstable Molecules.
Harold Jones,

Abteilung

Josef Lindenmayer

Physikalische

D-7900 Ulm, Federal

Diode

laser

and Gerhard

Taubmann

Chemie, Universitåt
Republic

Ulm,

Germany.

spectroscopy has been carried oüt on

a

number

relatively unstable molecular species. Results will be report
th~ following:
a) .

The equilibrium structure of 520 from combination 0
16
16
results from the \11and \13 bands of 52 0 and 52 0
microwave data.

b).

The NH2-wagging, N-O stretching and the O-H torsional
of hydroxylamine.

c).

Production and spectroscopy of radicals
FOO, etc.)

(examples;
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POSTER SESSION

P Ml.

A Prel1m1nary

Determ1nat1on

Geometry and Invers10n
Exper1ment
v. ~p1rko.

S. C1v1ä.

A model
of SH;
1nfrared

of the Equ111br1um

Potent1al

1n

J.L. Destombes.

anharmon1c

potent1a1

SH;-!!2!

P. Cársky

energy

funct10n

1s determ1ned. _Th1S 1s done by f1tt1ng the
data of Amano l!~_~~2Q2. pr1vate commun1-

cat10n]. the 1nfrared and Raman spectra of so11d
+
H3S
- SbFS 1~~2~_~~!!~!!. lnorg.Che~. !i. 2230
(1975)] and ab 1n1tlo data of Civ1ä L~&_~!~!!.
Thes1s. 1986] us1ng the nonrig1d invertor Hami1tonian. The rotation-vibration

energies

ca1cu1ated

with this potentia1 are in a reasonab1e agreement
with 8xperiment and recent ab initio resu1ts of
Botschwina

et a1. [~~_ê2!!S~~!Q!~_~~_~!!S~~_~&:~&

~!rQ!!~_~~_~2!~~~~_ê&:~&_~!!Q!S~.
submittedJ.

J.Chem.Phys..
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P M2.

~1po1e Moment Funct10n of

XY3

Mo1ecu1es

P. Pracna. V. äp1rko
The d1po1e

moment

expanded

for the sûke of 1ao-

top1ca1 1nvar1ance 1n curv111near vibrat10na1 coord1natea 18 uaed to ca1cu1ate v1brat10na1 trans1tion
moments

ua1ng

the nonr1gid

1nvertar

Hami1ton1an

(V. äp1rko, J.Mo1.5pectrosc. lQ!, 30 (1983)). The
theory 1a app11ed to the ana1ys1s of accessib1e intens1ty and 1aser-Stark
1ts 1sotop1ca1 species.
a1gn1ficant

rotationa1

trans1t10n

moments

intensity

ana1yses.

A compar1son

data on the NH3 molecu1e an
It revea1a. among othera, a
dependence

wh1ch

from ab init10
us1ng

moment

function

ahow the poss1b11ity
for predictions

Molecules

A. 801dyrev

bascd

1nformation

(e.g.

of

in case of

for thc

Ab In1t10 5pectra of Large-Amp11tude Mot10ns in
Flex1ble

in

NH3 and the dipo1e moment
tr~nsition moments obta1ned

ca1cu1ations

the latt9r approach

lack of exper1menta1
mo1ecu1e 10n).

P M3.

shou1d not be neg1ected

of the d1po1e

on exper1menta1 data on
funct10n and v1brationa1

of vibrationa1

H30+

-

P H4.
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CALCULATIONOF VlBRATION-ROTATIONAL SPECTRA OJ.t'DIATOMIC
MOLBCULESTAKING .LNTOACCOU.NTTHE ASmPTOTIC BEHAVIOR
OF THE POTENTIAL J.t'UNCTION

A. V.Buren1n a.nd Ll.Yu.Ryabikin
lnst.Appl.Phys.,
Acad.Sci. USSR, Gorky, UStsR

of Vibration-roA trad1t1onal method Xor oalculation
tat1ona! speotra oX moleoules 1s based on representation
of the vibration-rotational
Hamilton1a.n operator in the
Xorm of a Taylor ser1es in dynamic var1ables
a.nd construot1on oX the perturbation
ser1es, where the harmon1c
osoll.1ator model a.nd the rigid top model are used as zero-order approximation.
The asymptotic behaVior of this
zero-order
approxima.tion is far from the reaJ. one, which
results
in a bad convergenoe of the perturbation
series.
The present paper deaJ.s with further
development of
the approach (1J

,

that enables one to take into aocount

the asymptotic behavior of the potentiaJ.
function.
The
interaction
of nuclei is treated
in the zero-order
approxi.mation employing
the potential
U('t) : A/.,,2.- B 1" , while
the perturbation
is represented
in the form V('t)::LDnl""
As in [1) , to construct the perturbation series, w~
used the Rikatti
equation derived from the Schrödinger
one (see, e.g.[2J).
We applied algebraic
procedure for
the calculation
of corrections
in the perturbatiòn
series (cf. r 3þ. This permits to sinplify
the calculations
of corrections
for the excited vibrational
states.
The results
of the application
of this approach to
the treatment
of vibration-rotational
speotra of hydrogen halides a.nd alkali haJ.ides are presented.
RE.FERENCES
1.A.V.Buren1n.
Optika i spektroskop1ya,1983,v.55,p.b38.
2.A.V.Dolgov,V.S.popov.
ZhETP, 1978,v.75,vyp.õ,p.2010.
3. A. V.~'urbiner.
Uspekhi f1zioheskikh
nauk, 1984,
'Qp.1,
p.35.

v.144,
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P MS.

,tIigh precis10n

. analysis

-

of. t.he molecular

of t.he B22; + and A2'j\ i states
Z.Jakubek

26

in the

constat!ts

CO+isotopic

molecules.

and M.Rytel

Atomic and Molecular
Physics
Laboratory,
of Rzeszów, 35-310 Rzeszów, Poland

Pedagogical

Un1versi

Fifteen bands of t.he Baldet - Johnson (B2Z;+ - A2'j\i )

and Comet- tail (A21\i - X2z:+ ) systems in the 12C160+J
13 16 +
14 16 +
C 0 and
C 0 isotopic

molecules

at

and rotationally

high
.\

resolution,

rneasured

have

been photographe
analysed.

Eac~ band was fitted
via a nonlinear
leas~-squares
~ethod
with the effective
Hamilton1an
of Brown. The band-by-band
re
sults

have been merged

The precise

to give

the

"bcst"

molecular

molecular constants cì the B~,

constant

v=0,1 i.e.

Bv ,

D,'6'
v

A- J 11,
v andA27i.,
~ v'-4 i.e. B,
v LJ,
v A,
v -1JV
. v q v statp.s
have been obtained.
The vibrational
and is.:>topic der.enden-::e
of the molecular
constants
has been discussed.
Then, the
spin-rotation

rection
state

couplinB

consta~t

to the spin-orbi
have been separated.

i

and the

centrifugal

cor

-

t cOI1plirt{; constan.~ AD in the A21\ i
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H6.

New

high resolutlon studies of the spectrum of the CO

molecule in visible and near IR region.

R.KfWa
Atomic and Molecular
sity of Rzeszów,

Physics Laboratory,

35-310 Rzeszów,

Pedagoglcal

Univer-

Pol~~d

J.D.Janjié
Institute of Physics, University

of Novi Sad, 21000 Novi Sad,

Yugoslavia

Some new emission baúds have been found in the visible
and near IR region 5pectrum of the CO and CO+ molecules.
The spectra have been photographed

at high resolution

and ca-

librated by using Th standards.

The est1mated precision of the
-1
(internal precis~on )
t0 be 0.005-0.010 cm
.

lines is considered
and 0.010-0.020

Cm-1{ab~olute

After a detailed analysis,

precision).

the following unanalysed

and unobs~r-

ved yet bands have been identified:
1. (0-5) and (1-:) bands of the unobserved
2. (0-5) band of the unobserved
3.

(O-5),{0-6),{0-7){and

C1z: +

D12:+

- d3f1 i

-

d3~i

syste~

system

{O-S)unobserved)unanalysed

bands of the

IIerzbergsystem (C 1~ + _ A1 TT )
4.

{1-2),{1-3)unanalysed

and (0-6) and

(1-7) unkno\~

bands of the

Ångstrom system (B1r:+ - A 1n)
5.

(0-2)

( 2+
B

E

and {1-3)unkno~n
bands of the Baldet-Johnson
system
~

of the CO+ molecule.
For all the::e states the parameters
-

At::TT)

ture have been determined.
al

of the molecular

Also a detailed

analysls

struc-

of the m~tu-

perturbation:.;of the A 1TT (v=1) and d3à 1 (v=5) states was per-

,.formed.

.
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P M7.

Theoretical Predictions ~or the Two-Photon Spectrum
of (SP&12 in the 10;um Re~ion at Low Rotational
Temperature
H.-H. Ritze
Zentralinstitut
fUr Optik und Spektroakopie
Akademie der Wissensch~ten
der DDR
Rudower Chauaaee 6

Berlin
1199
OOR

The double-peaked
photon

apectrum

structure meaaured in the one-1
-1
from 92 O cm
to 970 cm
investiga-

ting the Van-der-Waals
dimer (SF6)2
could be well
derstood by the effecta of dipole-dipo1e interaction
/1/.
In the present
energy

1evel

vibrational
teraction
Molecular

contribution

structure
quanta

we have ca1culated

of the dirner excited

conaidering

with

~he dipole-dipo1e

t
two.
in-

with respect to the 11) mode of the monome
rotation was aasumed to be slow. ~urther t

strengths of the corresponding
were determined.
The obtained

resu1ta

a1ao for other dimers
mo1ecules.

two-photon

are app1icable,

consisting

transition
in principle

of two high-symmetr

1. J. Geraedta, M. Waayer, S. Stolte and J. Heusa,
Faraday Discuss. Chem. Soc. 12(1982))75
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M8.

Oetermination

of the potential

the Qeometry of methy1amine

function of

from microwave

inversion

and

and infrared

Q!!!
Lajos Sztraka
Oept. of Physical Chemistry,
H-1521 Budapest, Hungary

Po1ytechnical

The observed inversion splittings
of methylamine
tion-internal

University,

in the spectrum

are strongly effected by different
rotation-inversion

couplings.

tial function of inversion approximated
Ibers potential has been determined

comp1ex nonrigid Hamiltonian.

by a Swalen-

from microwave

infrared (J~= 0,045 cm-1) transitions

rota-

The poten-

and

using a very

Para11el1y

the geometry of

mo1ecu1e in both ground and excited states had to be
fitted. The barrier of inversion has been found to be
higher than those published [1,2J
The heigth of
barrier is close to the one of ammonia.
.

1. M.Tsuboi,
Acad.

~

A.Y.Hirakawa,

2. M.Krjglewski,

M9.

H1gh Resolut10n
Top Molecules
G. D1Lonardo

K.Tamagake,

Proc.Japan

795 (1966)
J.Mol.Spectroscopy

Far Infrared

5pectra

~

1 (197B)

of 50me 5ymmetr1c
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P M10.

_2_4_4-5
v

+ v

C.D1

and

v

+ v

Lauro

bands

of CH 79Br

3-

Cattedra

di Chimica

Fisica

Istituto

d1 Chimica

Farmaceutica

Un1vers1tà
80138
B. Velino

_

d1 Nap011

Nap01i

Istituto

-

Ita1ia

di Chimica

Un1vers1tà

deg1i

v1a1e

R1sorgimento

40136

B010gna

-

Fisica

Studi

e Spettroscopia

d1 B010gna

4
Ita1ia

.,

79
The

infrared

was

recorded

the

FT

spectrum

at an

spectrometer

of

the

CH3

instrumenta1

-1

Br between

res01ution

at Laboratoire

--14600

4200

of

.0054

d'Infrarouge

cm

cm

with

in Orsay.

The band system ana1yzed 1s v2 + v4 (E) and v4 + v5 (E+A1+A2).
:1:1
tI
!1
!1
Lines of v + v
w1th K ðK from -8 to 8 and v + v
with
K

ðK from

gned

and

Emphasis

2

4

-9

to 8,

used

.~

for

a tota1

1n a 1east

is given

to a11

squ3res
those

of

2475

transitions,

5

were

assi-

ana1ysis.
features

1dent1ficat10nand 10ca1izat10nof the

which

can

1ead

v4 + v5 IA1,A2)

tJ the

system.

-

p M11.
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Potentia1 5urface and Rotat1on-Vibrat1on

The

EnerQiesof the 511y1

Rad1ca1

&iH3

V. Oanie11s. V. ~p1rko

set of parametersof a mode1 anhermon1c

~

potent1a1

energy

determ1ned.
diode

Th1s

funct10n

for the s11y1

1s done by f1tting

1aser data of Yamada

and H1rota

Lett.,

subm1tted),

the photoe1ectron

N1m1os

and E111son

(J.Am.Chem.5oc.,

the ab initio data of Bunker
Phys.Lett.,

l22, 41 (1984))

invertor HDm11tonian
30 (1983)).
The

us1ng

5103

data of
subm1tted)

anc

(Chem.

the nonr1g1d

J.Mo1.Spectrosc.l2!,

function

a11 the 10wer rotation-v1bration

and

1s

(Phys.Rev.

and 01br1ch

(V.~p1rko,

f1ttèd potent1a1

rad1ca1

the 1nfrared

19 uged to pred1ct

energ1es

of 51H3

ûnd the Franck-London factors for the

51H3+- 5iH;
and
5103~S10;
e1ectron1c trans1t1ons.
The ca1culated quant1t1e9 are 1n a reasonab1e
agreement

TueSday,

SePtember

~2r~!~S_~~!!!2~
L T1.

w1th exper1ment.

9

(Cha1rwoman

5pectro8COPY
R.D. Brown

- M.

Mor111on)

of Interste11ar

Mo1ecu1es

L T2.

The Infrared

Spectrum

32
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of CH.: An Update.

P.R. Bunker
The Herzberg Instltute
of Astrophyslcs,
Natlona1
of Canada, Ottawa, Ontarlo,
Canada KIA OR6.
Per Jensen
The Chemlstry Department,
Unlverslty
DK-8000 Aarhus C, Denmark

of Aarhus,

Research

Lange1andsgade

W.P. Kraemer
The Hax-P1anck-Instltute
for Physlcs and Astrophyslcs,
for Astrophyslcs,
D-8046 Garchlng, West Germany
In the 1ast
obtalned
bender

two years

for trlp1et
(1,2)

process

computer

programs

sp11ttlng.

to flt

a11 the extant

a11 the rotatlon-vlbrational

We a1so predict

data

and we have used new nonrlgid

the shape of the potentlal

and deduce a refined

frequencles

In this

surface

energy

va1ue for the singlet
the stretchlng

data.

(1)
(2)

triplet
which are

unknown.

per Jensen,
Comp. Phys. Reports,
1, 1, (1983).
Per Jensen and P.R. Bunker, J. Ho1. Spectrosc.,

from

1eve1s

.\

experimenta11y

140,

Instltute

has been much new spectroscoplc

methy1ene,

we have determlned

~hlch we can predlct
lnterest

there

Councl1

in press.

of

- 33 -

L T3.

Rotat1onal ener~v levels of stretch1n~ v1brat1onal states
L. Halonen. LaboratortuftfUr Phystkaltsche Chemte.
ETH-Zentrua. CH-8092 ZUrtch. S~ttzerland
V1brat1onal dependence of var10us v1brat1on-rotat1on
parameters in XYz (XzYa). XY3. and XY4 molecules with C2v
(Dmh). C3v' and Td point groups have been 1nvest1gated as
the function of I~x/~I where ~X is the diatomic-like bond
anharmonicity parameter and ~ describes the net coupling
between the bond osc111ators.
The results at the local
mode limit, where ~x >> I~I, differ drastically from
those in the normal mode limft. where ~X << I~I. The
rotational constants of the two lowest vibrat10nal states
in each overtone
are equal for v

=

=

manifold
(v
v.
+
V3
constant)
2 in the local mode limit.
The

are

~

effective Coriolis constants between these vibrational
pairs disappear but the vibrationally off-diagonal
Hzz-resonance terms remain important as the local mode
lim1t is approached.
The v1brational dependence of the experimental
rotational constants of the CC and CH (CD) stretching
vibrational states in acetylene has been successfully
analyzed.

The

well us1ng
constants

the customary

B

CzDz

molecule

(~x/~

= 0.17)

ser1es expansion

can

be

treated

for rotat1onal

= Be
r

where the summation

is over normal v1brat1ons,

Be is the

equilibrium rotational constant. and dr is the degeneracy
of thc rth mode.
In the case of the CzHz molecule, wherc
~x/~

=

1.05,

1t

is vital

to couple

vibrational

levels

by

quartic nnharmonic resonance terms in the normal
coord1nate space in order to obtain physically sensible
results for the vibrational dependence of the rotational
constants.
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L T4.First

results with a new tunable diode

Cornelis

laser spectrometer

E. Blom,

Physikalisch-Chemisches
Heinrich-Buff-Ring

Institut,

Justus Liebig Universität,

58, D-6300 Giessen,

West Germany.

This year, a new projekt has been started
aimed to measure high temperatureour new tunable diodelaser
presented

in our laboratory,

and transient

spectrometer.

species with

First results will be

during the meeting.

During

a stay in the laboratory of Dr. Oka in Chicago, we have
+
measured the Y5 band of HCNH . The center of this band was
determined

at 645.925 cm-1.

L TS. H1Qh-Resolut1on
H. W.

Schrõtter

CARS

Spectroscopy

,

.
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Infrared

T6.

Spectra and Excitation

of Ho1ecules

P. Wa11raff,

1n

~

G. Wlnnew1sser,

1. Physika1isches

and

Institut,

D-5000

Kö1n

Temperatures

Supersonlc

41,

Free

Kolch1

Jet

H. T. Yamada

Universltåt
West

zu

Kõ1n,

Germany

We have investlgated the rotationa1 and vibrationa1
temperatures of severa1 sma11 mo1ecu1es 1ike OCS and
NNO

in a free1y

expanding

1aser spectrometer.

supersonic

jet

The temperatures

for various 1ocation

using

were

in the jet and for various

of the quantum

number

The mo1ecu1es

in the jet were

found

to be lower

the distribution

Now

this

we

are

trying

order

to

app1y

technique

of l,l-Dif1uorethy1ene

to identify

va1ues

J.

30 K for 1ow-J states. However,
mo1ecules was non-Bo1tzmann.

infrared spectrum

a d1ode-

determined

the 1ines

than
of the

to

the

(l,l-DFE)

in the band center

in

region

of v4 near 926 cm-1. Because of the very 10w excitation
temperatures
disappear

most

of hot-band

in the jet spectraõ

supersonlc

free jet shou1d

where the absorption
room temperature.

Rowever,
there

io the
are

observed

sti11

too

1ines

jet
many

transitions

thus spectroscopy

be he1pfu1
are

dense1y

spectrum
1ines

.

temperatures
spec:trum.

Th

e

and, therefore,

of

10wer

the

of a

in this region,
popu1ated

using

pure

to

ensure

at

samp1e
the

of
l,l-DFE seeded in Ar is now in progress. By this seeded
mo1ecu1ar
.1et we expec:t even
10wer
exc:itation
d S s 1 g n m e n t

measuremeot

and high-J

jet spectrum

11ne density

io

the
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Dlode

Laser

~ ~

Kolchl

~

Spectra

~

OCS

~

~

Yamada, W. K1ebsch,

Dlscharge

and G. Wlnnwlsser

1. Physlka1isches Instltut, Unlversltit
5000 K81n 41, West Germany

A few years

ago,

11 hlgh energy

zu K81n

hot band

of

associated
to the ~1 fundamenta1
band,
(2,00.
(1,00,0), was detected ln a g10w discharge ln a reg,
of 2045-2060
the present

cm-l
work,

the 10w frequency
were

by dlode

expected

1aser

spectr oscopy

we have extended
ditectlon,

the measurement

where a few more hot ba

to be observed.

A 1.5 m 10ng

g1ass

tube

was used as an absorptlon

of 10 cm lnner

ce11.

tota1 pressure
1/1 to 1/2.

tlvlty

by modu]ating

mu1tl-ref1ection
at

44

cu1es/cm3.
11nes

were

typica11y
120 cm.

was about 100 Pa I~ith mlxlng ratloB
The second
derivat!ve
spectr(J W
the 1aser fre'luency. The sen

of the spectrometer

denslty

diame~

The dc discharge

appl1ed to a f10wing OCS/N2 8as mlxture:
mA across the e1ectrodes
separated
by

recorded

(1).

optlcs;

was lmproved
the mlnimum

m

path-1ength

Uslng

path-1ength

recorded

was

ln a region

by emp10yln
detectab1e

about

109

of 37 m, more
from

1997

mo

than 2

to 2038

CØl

Among them we could new1y ldentlfy the hot ba
arlslng from the (1,11,0), (1,20,2,0), (0,31,3,0),
(0

, 44

, 0)

s t a t e s

1 ,1

of tbe bands known
the mlcrowave

(1)

W. Klebsch,

Spectrosc.

a d d i t i on

t 0

previously.

t h e

h 1 g h

Analyslø

J

t r a n øl

together

t i

W

data 101111be presented.

K. Yamada,

99, 479-481

and

G. WlnncwlQ'!er,

(1983).

J. "

I
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study of Absorption
N~neauilibrium
Lasers

Søectroscoøy

Yu.V.Kosichkin,
A.l.UShakOV,

General

DYnamics

in

Gases with Diode

Methods

A.I.Nadezhdinsk1i,

A.N.Khusnutdinov

Physios

IR-IR double

SÐectra

Exited

Institute,

- resonanoe

Acad.

speo

meter

for s1multa-

neous measurements of translatio
,ròtat1o,nal and vibrational temperatures 1nstant va es of nonequ1.1br1um ex1ted gas is described.
ning together

Rapid

with high

sp

ode laser wavelength
tral resolut1on

scan-

18 the

principal feature of the ethod /1/. In SF6 gas, exited
by pulscd C02~ laser, t anslational and vibrational temperatures were mea
d and ool11s1onal relaxat10n precoeses cons1dered.
accuracy

is abou

then 1Jtfseo. S

Tr

lational
10K while

temperature

temporal

ctral and temporal

measurement

resolut1on

properties

1s better

of pulsed

discharge in 02-1aser were invest1gated. By the use of
pulse1-per
dical GaAs diode laser the translational
temperat

e of hich-frequency

disoharge

th.rouqh,"ÍõheDopple:--shape Kr absorption

I

1.YU'.V.Kos1chkin, A.I.Nadezhd1nsk1i.
eer. í1z, t.47, s.2037, 1983

was measured
11ne.

Izveat1ja

AN SSSR,
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The Role of Rotational Freez1
Dependent Two-Photon Exc1tat1on
Vibrational Modes
H.-H. Ritze
Zentralinst1tut
fUr Optik und Spektroskopie
Akademie der W1ssenschaften
der DDR
Rudower Chaussee 6

Berlin
1199
DDR
Under

certain

peratures

circumstances

the mu1tiphoton

vibrationa1-rotational
cules do not depend

1eve1s

in h1gh-symmetric

that during

popu1ated

t

probabi1ities

on the rotationa1

J and M of the initially
consequence

at low rotationa1

excitat10n

quantum

1evels.

the absorption

mol
numbe

Th1s haa,

process

the

photon apin 1s not transferred to the mo1ecular rot
tion but to the molecular vibration. In more deta11
the two-photon A1g(v3=O) _A1g(v3=2)
SF6 at 944.5
cm- 1a theoretica11y
rage
with

trans1tion i
studied: If the

"lifet1me" 1n the (v3=1 )-leve1 1s small compa."
the effective mo1ecular rotation period the

trans1tion

1s forbidden

/1/. Purther

for circular1y

the excitation

process

polarized

11

of the Eg(v3=2)

and F2g(v3=2) v1brational leve1a 1s investigated; i
is d1scussed under wh1ch cond1tions it 1s not neces
sary to cons1der
a calculat10n

the rotat1ona1

of the trana1t1on

degrees

of freedom

d1po1e moments.

1. H.-H. R1tze, Opt1cs Comm. 1986 (1n press)
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rlO. Studies

.

of High

Vibrational

Levels

in the

Ground

States

of Kolecules
J.C.

Petersen,

D.A.

Rømsay

Microwave-optical
provide

a powerful

levels
will
the

of

the

lA2 excited

pumped

with

rovibronic
decrease

a dye
levels

level

the

are

(1) J.C.

the

good

levels

Petersen

.!.!!, 31,

has
high

of molecules

of

thioformaldehyde

laser

and

of the

observed

The

quantum
of

and

(1985).

the

will

numbers
ground

D.A.

be

for

in

to high
by the

a microwave

number

from

source

of
range

will

be

a calculation
addressed

these

as

of
to

high

state.

Ramsay,

Chem.

to

are

detected

frequency

obtained

question

(H2CS)

are

when
The

in a given

results

levels

transitions

state

a resonance.

found

Experiments

rovibronic

microwave

ground

been

rovibronic

(1).

state

observed

with

densities.

rovibronic

states

probing

specific

through

transitions
compared

resonance

for

in which

in fluorescence

is scanned

what

ground

be described

Ã

double
method

Phys.

Letters,
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High Resolution Infrsred Spectrum and Rovibrational
Analysis of the N=N Diazo Bond Stretch in d2-Diazirine;
A. Gambi and S. Giorgianni
Dipartimento

di Spettroscopia,

Università

di Venezia

Calle Larga S. Marta 2137, 1-30123 VENEZIA

(Italy).

and
Manfred

Winnewisser

Physikalisch-Chemisches-Institut
Justus-Liebig
Heinrich-Buff-Ring

der

Universität

58, D-6300 GIESSEN

(West-Germany).

.,
The infrared

spectra of diazirine

and its isotopom

containing carbon-13, nitrogen-15, and deuterium were r
corded in Giessen at a resolution of about 0.08 cm-1 wi
a Digilab

FTS 20 between

450 and 3800 cm-1.

The infrare

spectra of H2CN2, H21JCN2, and D2CN2 in the range 1000-2500 cm-1 were recorded in Orsay at resolulion Doppler
limited (about 0.005 cm-1) with a high information
transform interferometer.
The d 2-diazirine

molecule

group, and the v2 fundamental

belongs
centered

Four

to the C 2 point
v_1
at 1610 cm
of

symmetry species A1 gives rise to an A-type band. This
vibrational mode in al1 the other isotopomers investigs
undergoes to a Fermi reaonance with lhe 2V7 overtone.
We report here the results of thc rovibrational
analysis of the V2 fundamental of D2CN2 which is the
starting-point for a more complete analysis of the N=N
stretch

in the others diazirines

Watson'A-reduced

Hamiltonian,

investigated.

the rotational

Using
and centri

fugal distortion constants were uetermined for the v2=1
state. Spectra, details of the interpretation and resulobtain~d

from the analysis

wil1 be presented.

j

I

-

-
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o1ode [,aSer S~roscopy for At1IIospher1c Detec1:1on
spectJ:UIII of CH,Cl

Jf. Bet:rencourt
J.

1f&lrand

(1),

(2)

'1'he

techn1ques
has lines

G. BlanqUet

ð' Infrarouge,

(2),

M. Mor111on-QlIID8"

AssociÂ

ðe par1s-Suð,

Laborato1re

pacu1tés

14jm1

(1),

(2)

( 1 )Laborato1re
un1vers1té

near

I Analysis of the

MtiJDent

ðe Spectrosoop1e

un1vers1ta1res

ðetection

N.D.

as strong

t:hus may be usetul

P91405

subject.

Paix,

NAMDR

terrestria1

'l'he ", band,

a8 t:hose ot "1 band,
1n t:h1s detect1on.

to use 1n t:he reg10n
s,pecl:raDeter.

ot

ORSAY C8dex

PRANCE

Mo1éculaire
de la

of CH,C1 1n the

18 a top1ca1

au ~

350,

",

BELGlQOE

at1llo8phere

by 1nfrareð

centereð

at 732 cm-1,

centered

at 2970 au-1,

'l'he most ettect1ve

wculd

be

t:he

tunable

anð

1nstrument
d10de

laser

A COlllplete study of the range 640-800 cm- t has been unðertalten
order to supply
1nd1v1dual 11nes.
on spectra

accurate
recorded

values

ot

on a tunah1e

trequency
ðiode

and

laser

1ntens1ty

spectrometer,

in
ot
_

-

have ass1gned four bands I ", anð 2", - ", for both 1sotopic species
CII,uCl and CH,37C1. 'l'he parameters
obta1ned for the 18"e1 '"
2
will

iJDprove the accuracy

"2 and "s in the

region

of the interactions
of

1450 cm-1.

Cl!nters havc been tound to be I
732.842

au-1 Eor Ct,'SCl

727.029

au-1

tor

CHss7Cl

1n the tr1ad

Por the

bands""

2""

the band
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L T13. THE MICROWAVE SPECTRUM OF MONO FLUORO AMINE,

FNHz.

H. G. Mack
and Dlnes Chrlsten
Instltut für Physlkallsche und Theoretlsche Chemle
Unlversltät Tüblngen, D-7400 Tüblngen, B.R.D.
Only

last year dld Mlnkwltz

of Dortmund,

BRD, succeed

and Nass, at the Unlverslty
In preparlng

mono fluoroamlne

FNHz, the last Ilnk In the chaln of Fluorlne substltuted
ammonlas: NH3, FNHz, HNFz and NF3'
In order to determlne the molecular
to Inverslon,
coupllng

for the three
tween

dJpole moment

constants,

barrler

Quadrupole

spectrum was analyzed

FNHz, FNHD and FNDz be-

of 7 and 105 ~Hz uslng a standard

kHz stark modulated
as freQuency

and nltrogen-14

the mlcrowave

Isotoplc specles:

freQuencles

structure,

spectrometer

100

wlth BWOs or klystrons

sources.

In order to Interpret structural

data and changes

In the

barrlers to Inverslon, ab Inltlo calculatlons (6-3p:::
MP2) were carrled out for the complete
Centrlfugal Dlstortlon constants
flne the harmonlc force fleld.
Prellmlnary
Rotatlonal

data resultlng
and Quadrupolar
A
B
C

Structural

NF
NH

(~

from thls Investlgatlon
coupllng

Barrler to Inverslon:

2.0,

constants

are:

(MHz):

Xaa
Xbb
Xcc

7.1[)
-0.60
-6.56

HNH
FNH

106.
101.

and deg.):

1.433
1.022

(NH - ND)

Dlpole moment: Pa

are belng used to re-

263361.
26357.02
25329.28

Parameters

/

serles of amlnes.

= 0.0025

15

kcal/mole
2.1

,

./'

Ptotal

2.9 Debye

F--
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Tl.

The rs structure of cyclopropenylidene C3H2 from
submillimeter

wave

its mil1imeter

and

spectra.

M. BOGEY, C. DEMUYNCK and J.L. DESTOMBES
Universitê de Lille 1
Laboratoire de Spectroscopie Hertzienne associê au CNRS
F. 59655 VILLENEUVE D'ASCQ CEDEX - FRANCE

The cyclopropenylidene C3H2 has been recently discovered by
THADDEUS and coworkers [1] both in the interstellar medium and in
the laboratory. We have been able to produce C3H2 in a very weak
R.F. discharge in al1ene with a fractionnal abundance as high as 1 %.
The two 13C substituted forms have been observed in natural abundance
and the deuterated form by adding small amounts of Deuteriumin the
discharge.

A detailed analysis of the rotational spectrum of each isotopomer has been performed leading to an accurate determination of the
molecular parameters.

A

substitution

agreement

with

structure

recent

has

ab initio

been

derived

calculations

which
by LEE

is in very
et al

good

[:~.

[:1:J P. THADDEUS, J.H. VRTILEK and C.A. GOTTLIEB, Astrophys. J. 229,
L. 63 (1985)
[:~

T.J. LEE, A BUNGE and H.F. SCHAEFFER 111, J. Am. Chem. Soc.
107, 137 (1985).
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Millimeter

wave spectrum of the NS free radical

nal states up to v
M.

= 5.

BOGEY,

C. DEMUYNCK
and J.L.

Université
Laboratoire
F.

in excited vibra

de Spectroscopie
59655

VILLENEUVE

de Lille

DESTOMBES

1

Hertzienne associé au CNRS
D'ASCQ

CEDEX

-

FRANCE

J. ANACONA
and P.B. DAVIES
Department of Physical Chemistry,
University
of Cambridge,
Lensfield
Road
CAMBRIDGE
CB 2 1 EP U.K.

-

The NS free radicals
\

-

are produced in a R.F. discharge

in

N2+ H2S mixture. The rotational spectrum in the x2Ustate has
been measured in the vibrational levels up v = 5. The experimen
data are fitted together to obtain rotational as well as fine an
hyperfine structure paralneters and their vibrational dependence i
investigated.

-

3.

lInø Slrønalhs

of Møthanø

-

45

In thø 7. 5 um realon

M..J,.QIliI. J. C. Hlllco and O.Ouardl
Laboraloíre de Speclronomle Molêculalre

et Instrumentatlon

Laser.

DIJON-

FAANCE
In the 7 5 jlm reglon there
The dyad : (vz.

V.)

The pentad-dyad

: (v1.vs.2vz.vz+v..2v.)

ThlS paper
calculatlon.

are tWo maln polyads

Is especlally

devoted

of methane

CH.

- (vz.v.)

to the

hot

polyad

and 11Is shown how the resul1s of the dyad strengths

strengths
analysls

may be usød al thls end.
To iIIuslrale thls extrapolatlon
Ihø Isolaled
prøsenlcd

hot bands

as prellmlnarles.

dlpole momenl paramelørs

: 2v.-v..

method.

vz+v.-vz.

the more slmple cases
2vz-vz

and

vz+v.-v.

of
are

The two flrsl bands have been sludled from the
of the v. Isolated

from Ihosø of Ihe Vz Isolaled

band.

band.

and Ihe two last bands

-

P T4.

-
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Resonances in the Rotationa1 Spectrum of HCNO:
Ten Years Later

B. P.

Winnewisser

and M. Winnewisser,

Physika1isch-Chemisches

Institut

Justus-Liebig-Universität
Heinrich-Buff-Ring

Giessen

58, D-63 Giessen

Just over ten years ago, K. Yamada et a1.

(1)

reported on the resonances between the v1v2v3v4 v5
000110 and 000020 vibraticna1 states and between the

00100 and 000040 states of
rotationa1

spectrum

as revea1ed in the pu

HCNO,

of m01ecu1es

in these excited

sta

As a resu1t of an improved preparation, high reso1uti
infrared data and new mi11imeter wave measurements, i
has now been possib1e
a11 the component

to assign rotational

= 4, the 0001n stack through n

=

1eve1s of the 0002n stack up to n
corresponding

transitions,

1eve1s of the OOOOn stack up through

to those observed

others are indicated.

3, and

= 2.

most

of

I

the

Resonanc~s

ear1ier are found, an

The resonances

as extensive1y

as the data a110w.

(1) K. Yamada,

B. P. Winnewisser

have been ana1yze

~nd M. Winnewisser,

M01. Spectrosc. 56, 449-470 (1975).

J~

.
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~laser-stark

and hl~h-res01utlon lnfrared spectroBcoplc

studies of the ~3
L. Nemes+

fundamental of deutero-formlc acld.

. A.R.W. McKe11ar~ and J.W.C. JOhnB~

+ Research Iaboratory for Inorg.anlcChemlstry,
rlungar1.an
Academy of Sciences, Budapest, Hung.ary

& Herzberg

Institute

of Astrophysics,

Nationa1

~esearcb Co~nci1 o~ Canada, Ottawa, Canada

Using a carbon-monoxide

1aser-Stark

meter "ltthe Nationa1 Research

t'1e

v~=l

spectroscopy

to deter-

reso1ution

Fourier-transform

formic acid: HCOOD.
infrared

were also tal<en in a limi ted frequcncy
t1.E:

, we

fundamenta1 excited state vibration-

=ota~ion constants of cnd-deuterated
Hi~

spectro-

Vounci1 of Canada [11

have recent1y carried out Lamb-dip
mine

intracavlty

spectra

interva1

around

\>3 band-origin
at 1773 cm-1 at apodizedres01utlon

leve1
of the

0.004 cm-1. Prelimlnary
V3=1

resu1ts

excitéd state - as based on the infrared

spectra - sr.a11 be reported

a10ng with a discussion

the ~lectr~~ dipole moment components
Ground-s~te

rotatlona1

constants

.aken from the wcrk 01 Wi11cmot

1.

J .W.C.

~,
2.

of the ana1ysis

JOhns,

3~4-371

~. Wi11emot,

i,.R.W.

of

of HCOOD.
of HCOOD were

et a1. [2]

i'icKellar

:J .l"1ol.Spectrosc.

(~973)

D. Dangolsse,

J. Be11p.t: J.Phys.Chem.Ref.

N. Monnanteui1

and

Data 2, 59-160(1980)
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010de Laser Spectroscopy

of NSF

Ulr1ch Maqq, Harold Jones and H.O. Rudolph.
Abte11ung

Phys1ka11sche

0-7900 Ulm, Federal

Chem1e, Un1vers1tät
Repub11c

Ulm,

Germany.

The predom1nently
a-type v1 band (N=S stretch) of NSF
-1
near 1375cm
has been stud1ed w1th Doppler-lim1ted
The analys1s of the band 1s comp11cated by a Cor1011s-type
bat1on. Judg1ng from the energ1es of (0,1,0) and (0,0,1
state 1nteract1ng w1th (1,0,0) appears to be (0,2,1).
A further d1ff1culty w1th th1s spectrum 1s produced by th
that 1t 1s essent1ally 1mposs1ble to prepared a sample
wh1ch 1s free from S02 impurit1es. As a consequence of
large number of very 1ntense S02 lines, belongi~g to the ne
band, are m1xed 1nto the NSF spectrum.
Oesp1te these difficult1es a set of effective constants
The effects of the
band of NSF has been determined.
w1l1 be discussed.

for

T7.

.

-

Double
J.,
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Microwave-l.!icrowave

-

Re sonance

1n AlIlD10DiaMolecule

Galica, S. G1erszal.

Rotat1onal relaxat10n processes 1n polar gases under
low preasure are dominated b;y long range dipolar interact10ns that lead to collision-induced
rotational
trans1t1ons.
Provious works [1, 2, 3, qJ have sho\Yn that
for ~ome pure polar gases, coll1s1on-induced
trans1t1ons
w111 lead to detectable
m1crowave double resonance
s1Bnals. In th1s paper m1crowave-m1crowave double
resonance tochDique is used to ~tudy rotat1onal
trans1tions 1n ammonia moleculc induced by collis1ons"
lnvcrsion doublet of amconia with rotat1onal
quantum
numbers J=4, K=1 1s "pumpcd" and the intensi t;y of absorption bot\'leen components of the / 3,1 / d::lublet
1s moDitored. 'l'he ùeviations
of the molecular populat1on~ from those of Boltzman d1stribution,
produced
in the upper and lower levels of the pump transit10n
are transformod to tho signaJ. levels /3,1/ by collision
-induccd trans1tions.
Measuring chSDEes of s1gnal
ampl1tude /3,1/ Versus gas pressure y1elds dopendence
wh1ch rap1dly increaae roachir.,; maximum at about 20 mTr
ünd than decrease. SiBn of changes of siGusl amplituue
1'1dicates that for tilis fou.r level s;ystem /3,1/ ,/4,1/
of .11e inverclon state in t\'1ï:1ordapreforod transitions
induceù by collision
are that of dipol-dipol
type
transi 'liions.
l{efe~nces.

1.
2~
3.
4.

T.
A.
T.
o.

Oka, J.Chem.Phys. ~,75V1966/.
M. ROIU1,h. B. Wilson, J.Chem.Phys. ~,3263/19E7/.
Oka, J.Chem.Phys.' .1:Z,13/1967/.
L.' Stiefvater,
Z. Naturforsch. 30a,1742/1975/.

.'

-
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l-doubliIul:

1n n Microwave Spec1irwa of 1ihe L:L1ear

Molecule.

In1ierao1iinR wi1ih a Resonan1i IR Radia1iion
A.A.Kiselev,

A.V.Liapzev,

A.lT.Zuev

A linear 1iria1iomic molecule driven by a s1irong
~onochroma1iic elec1iromagne1iio field is oonsidered.
The driv1ng f1eld 1s assumed 1io be resonan1i wi1ih
1ihe quan1ium 1iransi1i10n 1io 1ihe f1rs1i exci 1ied sta1ie
of 1ihe bending vibra1iion.
The corresponding
Stark
spli1i1iing of 1ihe vibra1iional-ro1ia1i10nal
levcls is
supposed to be e.s large as 1ihe l-doubl1ng
and 1ihe
quasi-onergy
me1ihod 1s app11ed to iavestiga1ie
1ihe
influence
of 1ihe dri ving field on the microwavc
speotrum
of 1ihe molecule.
Class1fication
of the quasi-enerGY states
1s
oarr1ed out basing on 1ihe permu1iation-1nversion
group with the 1nversion opcration
ohanLud by thc
half-period
time 1iranslation
operation
times
1nversion opera1iion. Using this clnssifioation
seleo1iion rules for the microwave tranoition~
are dcri ved.
The microwave tibSOl'.i;)tion ..pectI.'Ul!l o:f tàe driv~!l
OCS molccule 1s calculat~d
.1ith the h~lp of the
clensi ty matrix method. ~l._ l.'c:JultD obtaiI1ed li1D.Jbe
u.:3eful for t11e in:fr::u'3t'- ,dcro,':ave doublc resonru:cc
investigationo
of linear molecul'J:õ.

r
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9.

THß ROVIBROIUC SPECTRA OF EXCITt:ù XY6 MOLECULES
B.G.Sartakov
General

Physics
Institute,
Acade~
UJSR, Moscow, USSR

of Sciences

of the

Advances in high-resolution
laser spectroscopy
have
made it possible to observe individual
vibrational-rotational lines in the infrared
spectra of vibrationally
excited molecules.
The theory of rovibronic
spectra of
spberical
top molecules in their ground and first
excited
vibratioual
states hnve been formulated
earlier
by
Hecht and Moret-Baily in the terms of spher-lcal tensors
and have been exploited
to describe vibrational
overtones. Tbe purpose of this work is to re-examine this
theory to obtain adequnte picture of rovibronic
spactra
of h~ly
excited vibrational
stntes.
This is useful as
well as for analyses
of vibrational-rotational
spectra
of molccules and for understanding
of the behaviour of
thc molccule in intense laser fields.
Tbe vibrational-rotational
hamiltonian
of the IRactive modes of spherical
top molecules was written in
terms of spherical
tensor operators
to third order of
approximntion.
It was sho\~, that sextic order anharmonicity terms muat be included into the hamiltonian.
Included terms are slgnificant
for vibrational
stntes
v' ~ J. Thcy are: two scalar,
two four rank and one six
r~~ spherical
tensor operatora.
The formulae were obtaincu for reduced matrix elements of those tensor opero.tors.
Inclusion

of new operators

made it possible

to ac-

count for \1eak difíerencea
in the SF6 molecule Y.3mode
anharwonicity
constants
obtained recently
from the overtOM spectra (2\1,3 and JJ,s ). The vibrational-rotationnl spectra of singlephoton
and multiphoton
transitions
both from the ßround and from the excited vibrational

states

of SF6 molecule

~J

mod~ were calculated.
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p 110.
Monla CHEIKH and Claude

ALAMICHEL

Laboratolre de Photophyslque
Moléculalre
Batlment 213
Unlverslté de Parls-Sud

du CNRS,

-

91405 - ORSAYcedex
Inlrared

France.

low-resolutlon

spectra

top can

be lound

In the lIterature,

spectra,

obtalned

In t:lologna

publlshed

these

spectra

Observatory

were

by H.

on the t-ourler Translorm

1830 cm-1

studles
tochnlque,

r. m. s.

devlatlon
calculatlon

01 0.0015
carrlod

Kltt f'oak

Interlerometer

bullt by Urault.

rotatlonal
cm-1

has

been

bands,

Th

obtalned
accordlng

through

176
and

a loa

to tho Watson'

[1 J. for the much weakor "1 + "3 ban

publlcatlons,

ovor 435 A-typ:

new IInos havo been asslgnod

and a systematlc

has been planned

and 3"1 bands, and vlbratlonal
dlssoclatlon
01 the molecule.

Natlon

IInes Iylng belwoen

IInos have been asslgnod

out over them,

In Ir representatlon

Slnce these
precedlng

have bee

study In hlgh resolutlon

Iylng between 2105 and 2155 cm-1, slmllar calculatlon
IInes has glven a r. m. s. devlatlon 01 0.0016 cm-1.

ONCI molecule

01 rotatlon

HUBBARL> at

almost all the rotatlonal

: 498 A-type

squares

hamlltonlan

Intenslve

work Is the flrst Inlrared
recorded

"1 band Is very dense,
and

and

by the mlcrowave

asymmetrl

last years.

The present
the

01 thls near-prolate

study 01 the Inlrared
: rotatlonal

spectrum

lor bo
01 t

sludy 01 the "2 .. "3,

study 01 the oxclted

statos

close

------[f]
l2J

2

to t

M. Chelkh, C. Alamlchel. J.P. Chovlllard and R. Hubbard
Chøm. Phya. Lettøra, 126, 283 (1988).
M. Chelkh et R. HUbbard,
Submlftød to Can. J. Phya.
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11.

High Resolution and High Sensit;v;ty M;crowave
Fourier Tranform Spectroscopy at Zür;ch
s. Jans, B. Vogelsanger, M. 01dan;, M. Rodler and A. Bauder
Laboratorium für phys;kal;sche

Chem;e

Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule
CH-8092 Zür;ch, Sw;tzerland
Twotypes of m;crowave Four;er transform spectrometers are currently in use
in Zürich. The f;rst type, where stat;c gases ;n rectangular wavegu;des are
subjected to short m;crowave pulses,

;s ma;nly used for substances

w;th very

small permanent electr;c d;pole moments. The existence of a d;pole moment ;n
asymmetrically isotop;cally subst;tuted spec;es allowed the detect;on of the

pure rotational spectra of allene-dl (H2C=C=CHD),
al1ene-l, l-d2 (H2C=C=CD2)
and s-trans glyoxal (HCO-CDO)
in the;r v;brat;onal ground states. The centr;fugal distort;on

of symmetr;c, nonpolar molecules can g;ve r;se to a d;pole

momentwhich is strongly~

dependent. Th;s allowed the observat;on

tational spectrum of BF3' More prec;se molecular constants
Symmetr;c, nonp01ar molecules wh;ch are ;n a v;brational1y

of the ro-

could be deduced.
exc;ted state of a

degenerate mode can possess a permanent e1ectr;c d;pole moment as well. Th;s
effect al10wed the detect;on of the 1-0 rotational trans;t;ons
of different

excited states of allene-do (H2C=C=CH2)'
A second type of m;crowave Four;er transform spectrometer

has recently

been

completed ;n Zür;ch. lt ;s based on Flygare's des;gn. A pulsed molecular
beam is ;njected ;nto a b;focal cav;ty wh;ch ;s s;multaneously subjected to
microwave pulses. F;rst results w;ll be shown wh;ch ;ndicate
resolution compared to the spectrometer ment;oned above.

T1t1e not yet de11vered
G. HcRae

;ts super;or

-

P T-13.

-
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Experlmental Determlnatlon 0' the In-Plan8 Intermolecular Bendlng
PotenUaI FuncUon 0' H~cr-HF
F. J. lovas,

R. D. Suenram

Molecular Spectroscopy Ulvlslon
Natlonal Bureau 0' Standards
Galthersburg, MD, USA 20899
S. C. Rossa, M. Klobukowskl
Dept. 0' Chemlstry
Unlverslty 0' Alberta
Edmonton, AB, Canada

T60 202

The mllllmeter wave spectrum 0' 1-i2CO--HFhas beon observed In a
conventlonal mlcrowave absorptlon cell.
Aotatlonal transltlons In
exclted vlbratlonal modes 0' the complex wero observed In tho
spectrum.
Wlth the asslstance 0' dynamlcal In'ormatlon that we
obtalnod 'rom ab Inltlo calculatlons It was posslble to fIt Ihe
semlrlgld bender model 10 the observod rotatlonal slructure 0' levels
Involvlng the In-plane bendlng motlon 0' Ihe complex. The rosulls
0' Ihe "ttlng Include Ihe equlllbrlum geometry 0' Ihe complex (the
geometrles 0' the constltuent molecules were "xed In tho flttlng),
the predlctlon 0' the In-plane bondlng vlbratlonal energles, and Iho
In-plane bendlng polenllal 'unctlon 0' the complex.
apresently

at

Ihe

CNRS,

BAtlmenl

Cedex,

France.

laboralolro
213,

de

Unlversllé

PhOlophyslque
de

Parls-Sud,

Moléculalre
F-91405

du
Orsay
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T14. The Rovibrational Spectrum of Carbodiimide,

HNCNH

M. Birk and M. Winnewisser,
Physikalisch-Chemisches Institut,
Justus-Liebig-Universität,
Heinrich-Buff-Ring

58, D-63 Giessen

A. Valentin and L. Henry,
Laboratoire de Spectronomie

Moleculaire,

Universit' Pierre et Marie Curie
4, Place Jussieu, 75230 Paris Cedex 05, France

The first identification
was made in the Giessen

of HNCNH in the gas phase

laboratory

medium resolution infrared

last year from the

spectrum of the molecule,

which exists in equilibrium with cyanamide
phase.

in the gas

Two of the three band systems in the spectral

region from 2000 cm-1 to 2250 cm-1 which are paralell
bands have now been recorded at a resolution of 0.004
cm-1 with the FT-IR spectrometer
Spectronomie Moleculaire

of the Laboratoire

in Paris. The present

the analysis of these bands will be presented.

15.

ßs - 5tructure

of Rotameric

K.-H. W1edenmann,

1. Botskor

Forms of A11ylam1na

status of

-
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Adiabatlc method ~or solvl~~ of the lnverse spectral

P T16.

blem of the rln8:Puckerln~
~~ltude

vlbratlon

coupled wlth

smalt

vlbratlons

I.Foltynow1cz,
A.M1cklew1cz

J.Makarew1cz
PO znan , Poland

Un1verslty,

In the Mld-lnfrared
comb1nat1on

spectra o! some molecules
appear due to coup-

bands are observed.They

11ngs betWeen

the low- and hlgh-írequency

and HFV/ o! a molecule.In

analys1s

vlbratlons/LF

oí these couplings

\

ad1abat1c method 1s very convenlent

1.This

mcthod

a:UOWSI

the calculatlon of the efíect1ve potentlal íor LFV.Howe
ver,1t

depends

on quantum numbers

of the HFV states. We

use thls íact to propose

~le slmple method for deturml-

nat10n of tbe

of the total poter.tial !unctio

parameters

tor LFV and HFV.Flrst,the
1n each observed
t1ng procedure
b1natlon
rectly

potentlals

state of HFV are obtained

us1ng approplate

bands.Then,the

!ro:ll the

eííectlve

oí the com-

1s derived

di-

known LFV potentials.Th1s method 15 ap-

plled to molecules

1n wh1ch the LF-~1nß-puckerinG

ratlon 1s coupled wtth some HFV.

1.

LFV

by the fit-

írequenc1es

total potent1al

!o~

J.Makarewlcz,J.Mol.Spectrùsc.1Q2,1/1984/.

7ib-
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Tl7.

The

AbsorPt1onBand of

HN03

Around

7.2 u~

A. Perr1n

Tl8.

LiIlewid 1;11Paramtjter

.; =

of the

.. 1 in tl"J' first

o~' 1.el hyl

ltotat

i.Qn.I!!.1:ransH

exci ted St&te va= ,

C'!nni.je

;,).G:.crszal,
J. Galica,
E. r.ii -KuzmiLska
':'he linewtdth
pa:'ameter
"'')I' thc rotational
tivn J = 0 ~ i or acetonitrile
1n th~ [round
first
excited
~tate
has L0en me&sured. Using
lines
ov~rlapping
~odel
[,]
the quadrupole
stru,'ture
for t.he both states
ha6 been taken

c u..t.

~xperilfl:mt a 1 resul ts for the J

F = 1 -- ;' of ~H3~1l gl ves following
wiuth
v

i on

= lì

valup.s

transiand the
the
hyperfir.e
into ac-

.. i,

V

01' the

= a, 1,
line-

paraffieters:

= 1.

v = ,),

Â.J/p = 43,3 lliFz/'l'r

6 "/p = 45,

':he I:..easurl ;ncnta

I "i!~z/Tr.
havl) bt;.e11 madt: .,.,ith the

ruicrv\Y8ve Stak spectrometer
[2J
1n the ab.;orption
cell wau vorled

c:mventional

while thu pressllre
from 4 to ,U I!ITr.

ucfcrf'nces
". il.l'.ì;etterfield,
R.Vl..iars:.ns.
J.J..Hoberts,
J.~hJs.B 5, ~46 11972/
2. J.I},llica,
J.Jtalu<owsl. i, ;;.GicrL"al,
'.'I.I-ruEsak,
~iz. Dicl. Rauiosp.
i1. '~5 /1979/
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P Tl9.

Dlpole

Moment

Functions

of CH)NCO

and CH)NCS

J. Koput

I

Departmentof Chemistry,Adam MickiewiczUniversity,

;

60-180 Poznan, Poland
j
Institut of Physical Chemistry, Justus Llebig Un1vers
6)00 Giessen, P. R. G.
The Stark

effect

two quasi-symmetric

of some rotational

top molecules,

transitions

namely

methyl

iso-

cyanate (CH)NCO) and methyl isothiocyanate
(CH)NCS),
been measured and analyzed in terms of a flve-dimensi
quasi-symmetric
is expressed
amplitude

top model.

as a functlon

motions,

The function

dipole

of coordinates

the CNC bending

parameters

experimental data
SCP calculations.

The electrlc

and internul

have been determlned

combined

with

moment

of the larg

the results

rotat

using

th

of ab in1t
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T20.

SUBMILLIMETER
M.Car1otti, G.D.Nive11ini,

SPECTRA OF CH2~}2
F.Tu11ini

Chimica Fisica e Spettroscopia

- Istituto di

- Universita'

di Bo1ogna - Via1e de1 Risorgimento,

deg1i Studi

4 - Bo1ogna

- Ita1y.

Methy1ene Ch10ride rotationa1 spectra were recorded
-1
.
, with a practica1 reso1ution of

in

the range 1Ø-75 cm

Ø.ØØ2 cm-1, using a Miche1son
Commercia1 grade methy1ene

Interferometer.
ch10ride was used. This

consists of an isotopic mixture of 56% CH235C12,
38% CH235C137C1

and 6% CH237C1

In the spectra Q-branches

.

be10nging

isotopic species are c1ear1y visib1e
However assignements

for R branches

to a11 three
for 10w k va1ues.

can be reasonab1y

made on1y for the two major isotopic species.
35 37
We began to ana1yze CH2 C1 C1,since for the ground
state on1y the rotationa1 constants have been previous1y
determined.
80 far we have been ab1e to ana1yze rR branches

with

5~k~31 and J up to 79.
Fina1 resu1ts wi11 be presented.
35
As far as CH2 C12 is concerned, from a first
incomp1ete ana1ysis of the data, we think that we shou1d
be ab1e to obtain an improvement

in the distortion

constants previous1y determined from microwave data(l).
In the spectra are c1ear1y visib1e Q-branches which
presumab1y are due to rotationa1 spectra Of~4(rv28Ø
cm-1)
which we hope to be ab1e to ana1yze in the near future.
(1) R. We11ingtQn

Davis, A.G. Robiette,

J. Mo1. Spectr.

85, 399, (1981)

and M.C.L. Gerry.
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High Reso1ution Infrared

laser Spectroscopy of Mo1ecu1ar Bea,os

A.G. Adam, W.Q. Cai, T.E. Gough, N.R. Isenor and G. Sco1es,
Centre for Mo1ecu1ar Beams and laser Chemistry,
University of Water100,
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada N2l 3G1
Severa1 examp1es of very high resolution,
measurements carried

coherent,spectroscopic

out recent1y in Water100 on CH3F, NH3,

CH30Hand CO2in e1ectric
wi11 be presented.

fie1ds}at

This wi11 include the reso1ution

wave1engths around 10~m

of Ramsey fringes

in the v3

band of CH3F, the precise determination of the transition
dipo1e moment for the fundamenta1 vibration of the same band
and for the
osci11ations

v2 vibration of NH3via the measurement of Rabi
and the reso1ution of the Stark sp1ittings for

some of the 1asing transitions
of CO2.
If time permits recent work on the Stark spectroscopy of CH30H
wi11 a1so be presented.

-
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HIGH RESOLUTION
FAR-INFRAREO
SPECTROSCOPY
ON SMALLMOLECULAR
IONS

P. Verhoeve, J.P. Bekooy, W.L. Meerts, J.J. ter Meulen and A. Oymanus
Fysisch Laboratorium, Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen
Toernooiveld, 6525 EO Nijmegen, The Netherlands
Wepresent the observation of rotational transitions in the
electronic and vibrational ground state of the small molecular ions
OH+

(X3!:-, N=I+0), 00+ (X3!:-, N=2+1) andNH+(X2ß, J=3/2+1/2) with

resolved hyperfine structure.
Until recently, these species, which
are of astrophysical interest, were only known by their optical or UV
emission spectra.
Spectroscopic information has been obtained by using a laser
sideband spectrometer. Tunable narrow band far-infrared
radiation in
the frequency range from 700-1200 GHzis generated in Schottky
barrier diodes by frequency mixing of the radiation of a klystron
with lines of a HCNlaser. ~'olecular ions are produced 1na temperature
controlled hollow cathode discharge tube. Modulation of the discharge
current was applied for phase sensitive detection with a liquid
helium cooled bolometer.
The resolved hyperfine structure in the spectra allowed us to
determine the hyperfine constants for OH+,00+ and NH+in their
ground states. lmproved values of rotational and fine structure constants have been obtained for OH+and 00+.

-

P T23.

UCO.

Raman

SDectrum

G. Mlllot, B. Lavorel,

Pentad

R. Chaux,

Laboratolre de Spectronomle
- FRANCE

The stlmulated
reglon

01 the pentad,

-

Analvsls
R. Salnt-Loup,

Moléculalre

Raman

G. Plerre

H.Berger

and

et d'lnstrumentatlon

spectrum

thus coverlng

Vz + v.( F1 + F2) Q-branches.
spread
better

62

01 uCO.

the v1(A1),

Laser OIJOtt

Is presented
2vz(Al),

Thls Investlgated

In the

2v.(Al)

wlde Irequency

and

rang8 Is

out to 45 cm-1 and contalns more than 300 IInes wlth accuracy
than 1. 10- scm-1.
Thls spectrum
has been recorded
on the

stlmulated

Raman

spectrometer

pressure of 30 to 150 Torr,
10-scm-1.
The
hamlltonlan

for tetrahedral
state,

levels.

at room

allowlng an effectlve

Interpretatlon

the ground

01 Ol)on,

01 the
molecules

5th order

spectrum

Infrared

analysls

The Hamlltonlan
analysls

01 Infrared
The standard

same

order

of

(1.2

10-scm-1).

[2] G. Plerre.

parameters

[1] developed

of

10 to

40

on the tensorlal

up to the 6th order lor
for the pentad

are Ilxed to the values 01 the

are

than

G. Plerre,
G. Plerre.

dotermlned

transltlons

devlatlon obtalned
the

by a slmultaneou5

of the pentad.

for thls Raman spectrum
experlmental

J. Mol. Spectrosc.

A. Valentln et L. Henry,

[3] G. Mlllot, B. Foy,

Is based

and at a

[2].

[3] and Raman

magnltude

[1] J. P. Champlon.

resolutlon

for the dyad and the 3th order

The ground state and dyad parameters

dyad vz/v.

temperature

79,

Communlcatlon

wave

Is of the

numbers

255 (1960)
G3 Hlcclone

A. Valcntln et L. Henry,

(1965)

Llbllce (1966)

-

P T2.4.
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The Method for Improvi.np; the Converp;ence
of Effect1ve
Rotational
Hamilton1an
of Nonr1g1d Molecules
V.1. Starikov

The method for improving

the convergence

of the ef-

fect1ve rotat1onal
Ham11ton1an '1erot
1s based on the
account 1n the zero-order
approx1mat1on HQ of the component h from the perturbat10n
W, completely descr1b1ng
the v1bration-rotat1on
1nteraction
in molecule. For th1s
purpose the following calculations
are made.
1. When solving the Schröâinger
equat10n

Ho'1'<p}
= 61f'.t:'(9)

Ho=- P Ô2/ð'p~ -+-"'Io<F)
(1)
VOIPJis chosen 1n such a way that
Eq.(1) should have the analytical solution for G and '1'
'vIe use the potential
function ~(9) in the form:

the potential

Yo(P)

funct10n

=00+

Ci.

f<p)+

2-

G2 "[fCp)]

(2)

2. The term h = A(p}~e+ 8(p):/2
is deleted from W, where
the functions
A(P) ~d B(P~ are approx1mated by the segmen~s of t~e serics A(P), B('p)
,...
2
(K)
K
A<pJ= "E Z CK>[f<j>J]IC
2
8(P)=~=og
[}(P)] Ø)
then

the

õp~rator

the zero-order

1i.

= Ã ('p>

approximat1on

Jl + B(.P ) ']2 1s cons1dered

that

tHO+ 1i }~;t"I<<P) = G1T(l~:)

results
&:12)

1n

1n
'f:l.K(9)

(4)

fl =[A<p>- ïi<p>]~:+ [ß<P>-S<p>]
12 1s con=th ð..J.lfJ[1] the analys1dered in W. For f<J>)
t1cal form of G(Z ':J.2,ß12)
1s obta1ned. Under def1nite
ë
condl t10ns in h we can find the values o:f z and b. The same values are calculated
from the approximat1on Ø) by
the least-square-I:Iethod.
The operator G can serve as the
zero-order
approximation
for 1e.rot. D1fferent appl1cations
of G are considered 1n this paper.
and the operator

P ,e-"'P,

1. V.1.Starikov,
V.1.Tolmachev,
Spektr.,
v.59, 1s.2, p.4?8,

Vl.G.Tyuterev.
1985.

Opt. i

-
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REDUCID EFFECT1VE HAMILTON1ANFOR COR10L1S INTERACTING
BANDS IN C3V

lv.OLECUL~

~.1.Lobodenko,
Vl.G.Tyuterev

O.N.Sulakshina,

The effective

Hamiltonian

_0

0

.

'.

V.1.Perevalov,

for

Coriolis

and

interaction

of

'Vn and 'Jf:
bands in C3V molecules
has been derived
using
contact
transformations.
The formulas
for spectroscopic
parameters
of the types q2J2 and q2J3 in terma

of molecular

,

constants

have

been

tion"

1t has been
of effective

,ß

UJ

obtained.

,~

,Kiil....

found that the procedure
of the
Hamil tonian
&hould be carried

make the

correct

in terms
reduction

of molecular
constants.
The procedure
of
has been considered
for both degenerated

lated
band
bands.

-Vt

interpretation

(E)

of

the

and interacting

fi tted

IIreducout to

parametera

Vn (A1) and

the
iso'Jr: (1;,)

By the use of this procedure
we succeeded
in interpreting
variations
of the resul ts on simul taneous
fi tting

of

interacting

1'arameters

Set

10;2cm-1
J.2

l1]
0.35

J.zA

-J.:

ð

"d.s

I!

cl..s-d.s
ÿ~
r~
J.z~~
I ð4
0.25

'J2
1

Ys

parameters
0.23

bands

Set

11

-2.78

-2.66

-2.68

-0.22

-0.22

4.80
0.12
0.59
0.a4

4.74
0
0.63
0.68

-0.83

4.73
0
0 b3
0:6~

-0.93

of

CH3F [1,2]

Tran~f.

Par

[1] (Q5=O) par'lm.j)]
0.23

-0.28

1. J.f.Champion,

2.

and

Transformed

-o.~4

0.13
0.24
o
o

~,

422-441

0.13
0.2;
o
"

(1982).

h.H~rota, T.Tanake, S.~3ito.J.~o:.SpectroBc.6J.

47a;;;484 l1976).

r

(2

A.G.Robictte, 1.~.Mills, G.Graner.

~.Mol.Spectrosc.,

,
'

r
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FOR1r.SOF THE EI!'F~TlVE
THE UbE OF VARIOUS I~ONPOLYNOlGlA1

!tOTATIONAL
i1JJdLTOIHAi'lJerot iOR
a/ERGI.r;S Oi' lIíJLßCULt;S
V.I.Starikov,
V.~.Golovko,

Dt.SCRïilláROTATioN~-

Vl.G.Tyuterev

The nonpolynomial forms of 1erot are based on ex:act
solution
(}
of the SChrödinger equation H'i'=Gl' which
takes into account the vibration-rotation
interaction
wi thin Ho
. This
paper presents
the following
forms of
the operator ().
:11(
1. Gt=-[a:j(J2j(4æß~/()æp:IC + 00
(1)
ß:tf.={-(0.5+t)+VO.2$+
a;KI8? ,)2

.

2. (}t=-æ {C:t</v

~ æ C:K

_ (t+O.5))~

0:1{

3.C=[c:KJ2./~ßD;[(t+O.5)+Jo25+a~1(18
t
J
.
2

t

where
~

0;. =

=

7J2

for

~2

the X 2Y molecules
O.

J

Ci'" %.1.J~ .,. 0,

are the parameters
rhe operator Q.

Jerot
enables
nonrigid

. The use

of

is
of

.

2

.
the

L= 0,1.."2,
potential

various

C:
function

-

'YocpJE Ho.

approximation

ex:pansions

many experimentù
hi8h

J ]~a.1/(
0 (J)

and

the zero-order

one to describe
molecules with

(2)

accuracy.

of

for

~ rot wi th
energies of

-

P T27.
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The Studv o. Exclted Vlbratlonal
J. P. Champlon.

M.loête,

States

CI. Plerre.

o. Telrahedral

Molecules

G. Plerre

laboratolre
de Spectronomle
VI. G. Tvuterev

Moléculalre,

Unlverslté

Spectroscopy
Departement,
TOMSK. USSR.

Instltute

Atmospherlc

In recent years.
avallable

10r molecules

Isotoplc specles,
theoretlcal
models.

o'

several very preclse

thls

suggesls

It Is shown that correct
'or

to reduced

634055,

spectra

development

processlng

become

handllng

[3.4],

wlth Increaslng

o.

assoclaled

o. such type experlmenlal

o. 'lts o. vs, 2vt and Vt + Vt' bands
o. the trans'ormatlon

ones [2] Is even more Important

'undamentals

pronounced

OpUcs.

experlmental

elaborate

The problem o. unamblguous

then

FRANCe

o' the type CH... CD.., SIH... GeH.. and 'or thelr

data Is studled on the basls o' serles
uslng the tensorlal 'ormallsm [1].

Hamlltonlans

de Dllon.

slnce

the

amblgullles

vlbraUonal degeneracy

p' effectlve

'or 2vt and Vt+Vt'
become

and Increaslng

more
order 01

the expanslon.
The spectroscoplc
well as the experlmental
deflnltlon

constants

o' Invarlant

parameters

The Isotoplc

dependence

[1] J. P. Champlon.
J. P. Champlon.
[2] V.I. Pereva'ov,

SSSR, ~.

Canad

868-872.

6.1. Zhlllnskll,
[4] VI. G. Tyuterev,
J. Mol. Spectrosc

o' Invarlant

J. Phys.

G. Plerre.

G. Plerre,

are determlned

~,

parameters

1602-1828

J. Mol. Spectrosc.~,

(1982)

6.1. Zhlllnskll,

J. Mol. Spectrosc
J. P. Champlon,
10 be publlshed.

111,

Is examlned.

(1977)
255-280

1-19

V.I. Perevalov,

(1986)

G. Plerre,

(1980)

Dokl. Acad. Nauk

; J. Mol. Spectrosc.l!!,

J. P. Champlon,

a5

whlch are Involved In the

[4].

VI. G. Tyuterev,

[3] VI. G. Tyuterev.

o' the upper states

values o' d-coefflclents

V.I. Perevalov,

(1985)
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128.

ON THE PROCESSINC

OF VIBRATIONAL-ROTATIONAL

SPECTRA OF

LICHT H2X TYPE NONRICID HOLECULES USINC RATIONAL
SIONS IN ANCULAR HOHENTUH AND RELATED HODELS.
YJ:C.Ty~~er;v
In~titute 06V.F.Colovko
Atmo~phe~~ ,Opt~~~,63
OS , TOMSK,
A.V.Burenin
In~titute 06 Applied Phy~~~~ ,GORKY, USSR.
Severa1

vers10ns

of process1ng

of

EXPAN-

USSR.

exper1menta1

spec-

tra of nonr1g1d
H2X type mo1ecu1es
on the bas1s of reduced
effect1ve
mo1ecu1ar
Ham11ton1an
H
t wh1ch 1s rat1ona1
1n
angu1ar
momentum
operator
J
are á~scussed.
The part1cu1ar attent10n
1s payed
to the vers10n
of the ca1cu1at1ons
suggested
1n (1,2). In th1s vers10n
of ca1cu1at1ons
one
dea1s w1th usua1 rotat1ona1
and centr1fuga1
d1strt1on
parameters,however
the operator
form of the Ham11ton1an
1s
fract1ona1-rat1ona1.
The qua11ty
of descr1pt1on
of exper1menta1
data 1s genera11y
1mproved
w1th respect
to convent1ona1
po1ynom1a1
mode1
whereas
the same parameters
A,B,C,å
for(OOO)

k,HJ,...Lk'...
of H20 1s the

are ajusted.The
fo11owing:

typ1ca1

examp1e

FIT

DIRECT CALC.

2.10-2

3.10-4

trational
/tpolynom.

with ~4 parameteis
1n bo~h ca1IïÁg~~ons
up to L-parameters(~.e
up to J -terms
~n HPo
).
Here
"
obs.
ca1c.
2
"
.
. (E
h
2
h f
~ a~
JK K - EJK K ) w~t
J,K up to
o. T e
~rst numa c
a c
ber 0.02 reffers
to the case when a11 24 parameters
are
ajusted
in the f1t to 428 exper1menta1
energ1es
and the
second number
0.0003
reffers
to the d1rect
calcu1at1ons
with known parameters(3).In
th1s approach
28 p~Jameters
are suff1c1ent
to ach1ve
st.dev1at1on
OaO.06cm
up to
J,Ka=20.(ref.(4)).The
posed on denominator
further
1mprovement

use of mode1s
w1th constra1nts
1mand numerator
enab1es
one to get
of the f1t.

1.Vl.G.T~terev,A.V.IUenin.V.I.Pereva1ov,V.I.StarikDv, Izv.\\Jzov

"Fïzika",

MI,

32, (1985).
2. Yu.S.I-ti<uSi<in,Vl.G.T~rev,

''I''ert:urlJatim ~

Ird Effectiw 1i3ni.lt:ailins in

I-blecular !:p!c1:roscqJy~'t<D.æibirsk, 1\b1.Cmp. 'mJ<A", 239p.,(19B4)
J.J.H.Fla.d,

C.~t,

1-bl.R1ys.,32, 499, (1976)

4.V.r.G:llovko, Vl.G.T~rev,
IqJlicatia1S",

A.V.IUenin,

in tte IXD<''Mi.crooaw!:p!c1:roscqJya-d

plbl. by !:p!ctræc. carcil

Pcad.5ci.LH:R, ~,

(1985)
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THIRD GENERATION RAD SPECTROMETER

L Thl.

S.P.Belov,
Inst1tute

of App11ed

M.Yu.Tretyakov

Physics,Aoademy

of Sciences

of the

USSR,Gorky,USSR
A model

of a subm1111meter

ter of the th1rd generation
,spectrometer

allows

of

10-6_

oy measur1ng

(RAD-3)

to measure

in the 150-650

cies in gases
accuraoy

SOAnning

is reported.

spectral

GHz range

10-7avoid1ng

apparatus.

Analysis

of possible

se the aocuraoy
one mo~e

order and to enhanoe

The des1gn

of RAD-3 makes

t1ze measurements
oy range

of errors

measurements

Opt1os

to inorea-

in RAD-3

the speotrometer

automafrequen-

absorpt1on

L.I.Gerstein,

speotra

range.

A.F.Krupnov,

and Speotrosoopy,

22,

(1973).

2. A.P.Krupnov,

Vest.AN

SSSR, N1,

18-30,

by

up to 1õ-7

to fully

speotrum

-

in measu

1ts resolution

1nvest1gate

A.V.Burenin,

B.B.Korol1oh1n,

sens1t1-

l1,21and has

holds promise

in the submillimeter

1. S.P.Belov,

frequen-

high

RAD

1t poss1ble

throughout

and to rap1dly

of moleoules

302,

sources

of frequenoy

with a relåt1ve

preserves

line frequenoies

The

line frequen-

use of complex

RAD-3

vity and wide range of a oonventional
a resolution of 1 MHz.

r1ng speotral

RAD speotrome-

(1918).

295-

-
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"M1CROWAVE SCANNING CSR SPECTROMETER Vl1TH A BEARLD1ITING SENSITIVITY

L.1.Gerstein,

S.I.Pripolzin

Inst.Appl.Phys.,

Aoad.Sc1.

The present

paper

the spectrometer

dea1s with

based

(CSR spectrometer),

in wh1ch

1n1t1at1ng

v1ded by frequency
The deta1led
sensit1vity

swi tch1ng

analys1s

enabled us to deve10p

USSR

:turther 1mprovement
spontaneous

t1me separat10n

of CSR and

of the rad1at1on

of the reasons

l1m1t1ng

the

of th1s spectrometer,

an opt1mum

us1ng

1s pro-

source /1/.

recept10n

system

close to the theoret1ca1

was checked

of

radiat10n

gas polar1zat1on,

of the f1rst var1ant

r1ng the sens1t1vity
sens1t1v1ty

USSR, Gorky,

on coherent

generator

radiat10n

and V.L.Vaks

ensu-

l1m1t.

the rotat1ona1

The

transit1-

ons of the OCS molecu1e /2/.

A unified m1crowave spectrometer, whose sensitiv1ty
exceeds

the sensitiv1t1es

in th1s region,
its frequency

radiation

been created,

frequency synthesizer

w1th emct

frequency
source,

.

due to

method.

frequency me-

øtabi1ity

a frequency

that is an 1mproved

/41

ava1lable

on the CSR bas1s

of the recept10n
tun1ng

wide-range

and necessary

spectrometer
/3/has

can be rea1ized

independence

To prov1de
asurement

of the spectrometers

of the CSRsynthesizer

subm1l1imeter
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Perfect Optica 1 Alignment of a
Interferometer

Very High Resolution

Cube Corne~
----

University

20500

J. Kauppinen

Department of Physical Sciences.

of Turku.

Turku,

Finland

In principle.
the optical alignment of cube corner interferometers is very simple compared to conventional plane mirror interferometers. This is true. because small tilts of the cube corner have no
influence on interference.
However. the lateral shifts of the moving
cube corner create small distortions
of a line shape. In this work
we propose a new method that gives the possibil i ty to adjust perfectly
the direction of the movementof the cube corner.
With the help of
'the
Fourier transform of a recorded spectral line we are able to
calculate very accurately the phase error between the main signal
(IR) and the reference signal (laser).
It is easy to adjust the interferometer so that the phase error function is linear as a funcion of
the optical path difference.
The linearity of the phase errorfunction
indicates a perfect optical alignment.

-
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Contact Transformat1on 1n the M1xed Matr1x-Operator
Scheme: Effect1ve Rotat1ona1 Ham11ton1ens 1n
Deqenerate V1brat1ona1 Stetes. L1ne StrenQth of the
Allowed and Forb1dden V1brat1ona1-Rotat1ona1
Trans1tions 1n Symmetr1c Top Mo1ecu1es
D. Papousek. ä. Urban

It 1s
rotat1ona1

we11 known that 1t 1s poss1b1e to epp1y
contact transformat1ons
to the effect1ve

rotat1ona1

Ham11ton1ans
2

Hrot

·

H02

+

1I.H04 +

X. H06

+ ...

such that certa1n off-d1agona1 terms are el1m1neted
from the 10wer order terms of the expans10n of Hrot
1n terms of the "sma11neesN parameter ^.
Such reduct10ns are 1mportant 1n 1east squares
f1ts of the exper1menta1 data; un1ess the Ham11ton1an
1s fu11y reduced, corre1at1ons between the epectroscop1ca1 parameters 1ead to numer1ca11y 111-behaved prob1ems.
50 far the reduct10n of the effect1ve rotat10na1
Ham11ton1ans has been d1scussed ma1n1y for nondegerate
v1bron1c states of mo1ecu1es. We have extended th1s
treatment to the doub1y degenerate fundaments1 1eve1s
of symmetr1c top mo1ecu1es w1th spec1a1 emphae1s on the
XY3

nonr1g1d mo1ecu1es.
The reduct10n of the effect1ve Ham11ton1ans w111

be d1scussed wh1ch concerns two types of terms:
1) HSpl1t term wh1ch 1s d1agona1 1n a11 the v1brat1ona1
quantum numbers v and e but off-d1agona1 1n the
rotat1ona1 quantum number k
11) operators of the
.~. ~2N and "2, -1" l-type 1nteract1ons wh1ch are
d1agona1 1n v but off-d1agona1 1n 1.
The resu1ts have been used 1) to d1scuss the
corre1at1on between the effect1ve spectroscop1c parameters of the degenerate fundamenta1 1eve1s 11) to
deve10pe a th1rd order theory of the 1ntens1t1es of
the a110wed and "forb1ddenN trans1t1ons to the fundamenta1 v1brat1ona1 1evels of symmetr1c top molecu1ee.
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IR-MW Doub1e Resonance
Using

a Tunab1e

Y.Ohshima~
1

Dept.

Chem.,

Inst.

3Dept.

of

the
of

paper

of

and

is known

were

measured

Laser

of

Nagoya

Univ.,

high

v /v
Band System
2 4

state

and

Bunkyo-ku,
Saitama

Tokyo

study

of pure
by IR-RF

of

Japan

464, Japan

the V2/V4

rotationa1
doub1e

113,

band

transitions

resonance.

The

in
V4 band

with

v2.

1ines of the v4 and perturbation-a11owed

v2

a strong

usi"ng tunab1e

1ines

SI\If
4

Japan

Nagoya

Corio1is

diode

Approximate1y

1asers

800

interaction

provided

1ines

were

by

were

ana1yzed

with

Fujitsu

assigned

band for seven major isotopic species of SnH4 up
observed

of

K.Kuchitsu1

351-01,

Chikusa-ku,

reso1ution

observation

to have

Ana1ytics.

Tokyo,
Wako,

vibrational

Vibration-rotation

the

S.Yamamoto~

Res.,

reports

SnH4

ground
SnH4

Chem.

Astrophys.,

This
system

Y.Matsumoto~

The Univ.

Phys.

of

Laser

M.Takami~

of

2The

Spectroscopy

Diode

a Hami1tonian

to

in the

= 20.

J

which

banda

and
V4

The

inc1uded

the

interaction
with v2.
An uncoup1ed basis set was used for
diagonalyzing the Hamiltonian. A preliminary analysis of the

Corio1is

assigned

1ines

constants

for

prior
infrared

led
the

to

V4 and

to double

dipole

determination
V2

states

resonance

absorption

induced

the

lines

moments.

of each

examined
1ines

Stark

shift

effect

dipole

in

arose

mament

the

s~cond-ord~r

primari1y

in the ground

isotopic

from

first-

species.

effect
the

on

the

existence

and

of

second-order

3 kV/cm. Direction of the

Stdrk
the

Stark

to confirm

showed

Stark effect under the electric fie1d of
frequency

17 spectroscopic

experiment,

was

Many

of

signal

indicated

that

the

centrifugal-distortion-induced

vibrational

state.

Pure

rotational

transitions allowed by this dipo1e moment were then measured by
IR-RF

double

as pump
be10w
were

530

MHz,

larger

due

to lower
the

from

than

which

those

Further

a laser

diode

15 rotationa1
three

accurately.

vibrational

V4 mode.

with

Eventua11y

determined

much

of

resonance

source.

The

of other
energy
work

is

tensor
induced

provided

constants,
dipole

tetrahydrides
and
in

by

transitions

1arger
progress.

Laser
were

Dt' H4t,

moment
of group

transition

AnalytiCS

measured
and

in SnH4
lVb
dipole

H6t,
was

elements
moment

l

rQ

-
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Th6.
L.Fusina and G. Di Lonardo
Istituto
di Chimica
di Bologna
(ITALY)

Fisica

- Universita'

e Spettroscopia

and
J.w.Johns

Council of Canada

-

Fourier

spectra

Herzberg

Institute

transform

of Astrophysics,
National Research
Ottawa
(CANADA)

-1
the region 450 - 850 cm

tely

-1

0.005

of 14ND3 have been recorded in
at a resolution of approxima-

cm

Transitions belonging to the 2V2~
V2 vibration-inversion-rotationband have been assigned with the s~a
-1
-1
and a~
s band origin at 609.9 cm
and 684.5 cm
respectively.The position of the 2V2~ 0 transitions
has been calculated by means of these transitions together with the V2~
splitting

0 transitions and the inversion

in the ground or v2

All the experimental

=1

states

.

data have been analyzed

simulta-

neously to provide a quantitative description of the
inversion-rotational
pattern of the v2
2 vibrational
state up to J = 17.

=

The effective
interaction

Hamiltonian

terms between

with respect to inversion.

used includes

the

Ak

=+3

levels having opposite parity

r
-

L Th7.
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A High Resolution Infrared Study of the \14 Band of CH3I
R.Paso, R.Anttila, and G.Guelachvili

1.

The infrared spectrum of the \14 band of CH3I around 3060 cm-'
was studied at a resolution of 0.0054 cm-l.
The recordings we~
performed using the Fourier spectroMeter at Laboratoire

in Orsay. About 1850transitions

d'Infrarou9!

were assigned including 350 QK(J

lines.
The K range was from K6K= -7 to K6K = +9 and the
values were about 75.
The Q-branches
crossing

around

RQ5 and

= 30

J

RQ7 are split

in both cases.

structure

is resolved only above J

structures

observed

'with

in these

the aid of Coriolis

subbands

into two parts with i

RQ6 is sharp

= 50.

highest;

and the rotationa~

The anomalous

rotational

- +7

explain~

K6K = +5

and Fermi interactions

were

with the combinatior

level \12 + 2\16t2. In PQ6a smaller Coriolis-type
resonance, causec
probably by \12 + 2\160, was observed.
The standard deviation
of the least
squares fit with 19 free
parameters was 0.00083 cm-1.

-

In addition
to the fundamental
band the hot band \13 + \14 v3
was also studied. Almost 400 lines were assigned to the subbands witi
K6K from -4 to +6 and they could be fitted
with a standard deviatio~
of 0.0013 cm-1 using seven free parameters.

L Th8.

VIBRATIONAL
OF

MOLECULES
EXPANSION

DEPENDENCE

OF SPECTROSCOPIC

AND CONVERGENCE PROPERTIES
FOR

INTE~~CTING

VIBRATION^L

PARAMETERS
OF HAMILTO~IAN
STATES.

Vl.G.Tyuterev

LaboJta.toJty 06 Spe.C..tJt04c.opy. 1n4.t.<..tute. 06 A.tmo~phe.lÚc.
Op.t.i.C.4. 634055, TO.ISK. USSR.
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VARIATIONALm:mODS OF OPTD4IZATION OF mE EFFBC!I!IVE
ROTATIONAL HAMILTONIAN OPERATOR IN A RATIONAL FORJI

A. V.Burenin
Inst.Appl.Phys.,

Acad.Sc1.

USSR, Gorky, USSR

The expans10ns in rational
functions
of the anguJ.ar
momentum components are successfully
employed recently
to construct
effeot1ve
rotat1onal
~tonian
operators.
The poss1bility
to reduce these Hamiltonian operators
to the form with phenomenoiogical
parameters unamb1guously determined from experimental
data, 1s cons1dered
in /1-4/
As a result
of this procedure,
one obtains
free-parameter
families
of erfeot1ve Hamiltonian operators. It is important that seiection
of free parameters
influenoes
the convergence of the efreot1ve
Ham1ltonian
operator when treating
exper1mental data. Therefore,
we
deal with the problem of optimum selection.
To solve
this problem, we use the variational
Ri tz method. The
applicat10n
of the obtained optimum rorm or the efrective Hamil tonian operator has greatly 1mproved the treatment of exper1mental data.

.
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SOMB NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN ONE-DIl4ENSIONAL
OF EFFECTIVE

APPROXIMATION

HAMILTONIANS

0.L.Po1yanskY and N.F.Zobov
Inst1tute
of Appl1ed Phys1cs, Academy of Sc1ences of
the USSR; Gorky, USSR
It 1s shovm. numer1ca1ly that Watson' s perturbation
ser1es 1s of St1e1tjes
type (1] and 1ts one-dtmensional
approximat1on
(2) convergence 1s a consequence of 1ts
snalyt1ca1
properties.
Using rotat1ona1
constants
of the
water ground state obta1ned by Johns [3] we have shown
that Bore1 approxtmants
[2) are about ten ttmes more rap1dly convergent than the Pade (2) ones.
Bore1 approximants
(21 are expressed in terms of
s'tandard spec1a1 funct10ns and f1t of high prec1sion MW
and FIR data (3) 1s made to compare pred1ctabil1 ty of
var10us mode1s. Pade mode1 [21 o:f' 31 constants
with the
termsup to J12 give fit to expertmenta1 uncertainty
and
pred1ction
of the 1eve1s of K up to 20 [4) w1th d1screpancy 1ess than 0.8 cm-1, that is about 50 000 times
better than 1n a standard mode1 [3). Predict10n
of 1eve1s of high K in a mode1 o:f' 24 parameters u~ to J8
terms y1e1ds the discrepancy
1ess than 5 cm-1 for Bore1
and 13 cm-1 for Pade approximants.
Joint fit of a11 availab1e MW, FIR data and 1eve1s
of Ref. [41 in the mode1 of 24 constants
gives standard
dev1ation o:f' about 30 times better in Pade and 200
times better 1n Bore1 approximat1on than in a convent10nal model w1th the same number of parameters.

-

1. Baker G.A. Adv.Theor.Phys.,
1, 1 (1969).
2. Po1yansky O.L. J.Mol.Spectrosc.,
j1g, 79 (1985).

-

-

J.Opt.soc.Amer.,
Ser.B, ~, 1340 (1905).
3. Johns J.W.C.
4. F1aud J.M., Camy.-peyret C.. Millard .J.P.
Mo1.Phys.,
~, 499 (1985).

-
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Nuc1ear

Hypert1ne

structur~_ ot Mo1ecu1ar

Rotat1onal

Leve1s
M.R.A1iev,M.N.Grabo1s
InBt1tute

ot Spectroscopy,

Moscow,

USSR

Theoretica1 and exper1menta1 study of nuc1ear hypert1ne structure ot rotationa1 1eve1s of various mo1eculeø
iø preøented.
Comp1ete
with off-axiø
c1uding

hyperfine Hamiltonian ot a CJv mo1ecu1e
nuc1ear spinø 1/2 and 1 iø formulated, in-

a11 the quadrupo1e

spin-spin

interactionø,

tion of quadrupo1e
Hami1tonian
method.

coupl1ngs.

are eva1uated

Forbidden
by quadrupole

coup1ings,

øpin-rotation

as we11 as centrifugal
e1ements

by the 1rreducib1e

å Ja!2

tranøitionø
ooup1ings,

Matrix

as well

and

distorof the

tensor

and 6K=.:t1 ,.:t2 a110wed
as oentrifuga1

contri-

butions in the case of strong quadrupo1e coup1ing ~J>O)

and in the cases

of two and three

nuo1ei are

quadrupo1e

disoussed.
Pure

quadrup01e

spectra

of CHJI, CDJI,

1JCHJI,

CHJ79Br, CHJ81Br, and some K-type transitionø of the
HCOOD and DCOOH m01ecu1es, have been studied by the

RF-MW double resonance
the region

80-500

been fitted us1ng
the hyperfine
obey new1y
examp1e

L Th1~.

MHz. Speotra

constants

deve10ped

coup1ing

The Pure Rotat1onal
L. ~õr1ssen,

of ha10methanes

above-ment10ned

Haml1ton1an,

have been determined,

isotopic

of spin-rotation

quadrup01e

at reso1ution,..
1 KHz in

method

re1ationø.

oompensation

in DCOOH

and a11
whioh

An interesting

of deuterium

is i11ustrated.

5peotrum

W.A. Kre1ner,

have

T.

of 511100n
Oka

Tetraf1uor1de
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Studies

o~ isobutanol

absorption

rotationa1

isomerism

Erom MW

spectra

A.A.Abdurakhmanov,
Institute

H.I.Ismailzade,

oE Physics,

ces, Baku,

Azerbaijan

Sh.A.RaKuimov
S3H Academy

01' Scien-

USSR

Tbe possibility 01' studies 1'rom microwave spectra
o~ rotational isomerism due to asimutha1 rotations of
asymmetrica1

atomic

1'racments pcrmits

to obtain

data on

the internal molecu1ar dynaJJics,to study the nature
intramolecular
interactions,
atomic and molecu1ar levels.
To investigate

and matter

rotational

~~ru~ture

isomerism,

01'

at

microwave

ab-

sorption spectrum of isobutanol, (OH3)2UHCB20H,
has
\been studied, wbicb is tbe Eol10wing step in comprcbensive searcb
atomic

of pbysical

alcobols

and cbc!11icalbebaviour

and mercaptan::J. Thc

of <nc-

fre luencies,

inte.l-

sities and Stark efEects for ::.b.~ul.
500 spcctr~l 1 ines
are measured at the Stark-modulated
doublc-reso~~nce
gas spectrometer
Torr witbin

at -30 to _4000

o~ doublettransitionswitb J
o~ about
sitions

a

3

!

Several'~""ies

12

ar.~ splittjn~

10..20 MHz havc jee.l ident~.fi('d. AS::Jir;ned
tranare listed;

approximate
cipal

and at 10-2 to 10-3

10...30GHz fre-luency range.

values

averagc

r~tational

of dipolc

axes are obtained.

constants

cocpo,ents

Strllct;u'~l par

and

alcD~ the prinet.crs are

founù by tbe cumputc~ progr~
and correlated w~tb th~
similar ones for allied moleculcs. The data ~bt_~neù
provide

evidence

OD the sp~ctrl1l belu_~.n~

the five conforcation'l-a::al:;sis predi-:-::c'l
foroers,

wbose ~e~lizatioD

c:utba1 rotation

is as~oc~~teu

01' beav:r atomic

the frame of mole~l\lcby 2/3'iC

----

.

t...or.~ of
C'oiled

c"n-

~itb tbe ~~i-

fr'gJren..OH20H

about

fhlÞ.

-
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DesiKQ teatures of the moditied measuring cells for
Stark-modulated

MW ~as spectrometer

A.A.Abdurskhmanov,
In3titute

8.I.Ismailzade

ot Physics,

Azerbaijan

SSR Academy

ot Sci-

ences, ßaku, USSR
studios

ot microwave

tabce molecules
arc associated
tor sample
Present

with recurrent

renewal

techni~ue

organic

molecules

ments and their

measuring

or substitution
duration

our and toreign

spectra

and cleaning

with chemically

in concentration

unstable

whose strong

formation

lines overlap

und~r study, is detected,
identitication.
Basing
tor thesa

ant! construction
proposed

productivity.

atomic

drop

evacuated

in amwaveguide

by-products
ot the sample
hinders

ot the possible

certiticate

to ac~elerate

the process, and tc improvÐ
serve ir:itial concentration
ly unstable

a dramatic

which greatly

phenomena,

tragsuch

of exchange

of the waveguide

(author's

which promote

atomic

species

the spectrum

on tha analysis

undesirable

on some

liquid-phased

into conventional

cell; simultaneous

degradation.

research

substituted

for the samples,

distilled

substance.

has low etficiency

as OH, S8, NH, OV, SV, ND established
poules,

cell cleaning

by another

scientists'

isotopically

in subs

gas spectrometer

ot cell degassing

due to the process
Both

ab30rption

by Stark-modulated

spectral

reasons

the moditied

technique

meo.suring cell are

No.1183873

ot 08.06.85)

by the order ot magr.itude
clenning a3 wall as to preof molecules with chemical-

fro.gments and to increase

labour

- 80 -
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Some aspects oí mu1tiisomerism in one-atomic a1cobo1s
A.A.Abdurakhmanov
Institute o! Physics, Azerbaijan ssa Academy oí Sciences
Baku, ossa
Interna1 dYnamics and intramo1ecu1ar interactions
wbich stabi1ize rotationa1 isomers in !ree mo1ecu1es
are the keystones oí understanding the nature oí matter
structure. Microwave spectroscopy combined with other
spectroscopic and physico-chemica1 metaods makes possib1e tbe high-precision determination oí mo1ecu1ar structure according to the given mode1, or data accumu1ation
and generalization íor new concepts oí matter structure
at various organizational 1eve1s. Investigations oí MW
,spectra o! etbano1, propano1, isopropano1, outano1, jsobutano1 and tbeir isotopica1ly substituted species de monstrated
interna1
prehensive
ana1ysis

the occurrence

rotation

research
predicted

oí isomers

o! asymmetrica1
revea1ed,
spectra,

associated:'i th the

atomic

besides

fr~gment3.

co~-

con!ormationa1-

the existence

of such epec -

tra that cou1d be assigned neither tt. tbe theol'et.ica11y
a110wed coníormers nor to the excited states o! a1:ow9d
coníormers.
conditioned

Tbe ,orißin of thesc spectra
by some peculiar ~tructural

The pheDomenon
mers

caused

and ca11ed

author

by the"exce5sive"

"multiiso:nerism"

l"ot on1y in a1coho1s

some other substj tuted
to solve the prvblem
íormers

and

the

ional

types

us

corI'elate

to

experimental

o!

was !ound tc be
conformatic 15.
amount

\-/asùctect-:1 b:,-the

and mercapta'1s b'lt a1so ':'n

hJlrvcarbon:::. Thercfcre

o! (,.:neration :J! "íorbiå

related

n~ces5~ty

intramo1ecu1ar
.;:oníormatl-.nal

dat::.. Thèse

of i.;o-

tv

w
9!l"

introduce

int~ract~ons
calcul.;tion3

~.nd lIt!lC1.'
aS1-ects

a1'e
COTl-

actdit-

which

~n~lle

\'Ii~h the
o!

"ffiultiiso-

:n9ri3m"in one-atomic alcohols are diSCUS5t'din thc
paper.
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~creasin~
of Sensitivity of Submill1meter RAD Spectro-O
meter bY Cavity Ce1ls and App1ication to Ko1ecular

-

Chemica1

AnalYsis

B.A.Andreev. Yu.A.Dryagin. A.E.Ezheleva. V.P.Kazakov.
V .A.K.ry1ov.

A.F.Krupnov.
lnBtitute

of Applied

the USSR.

Gorky. USSR

V. V.Parshin

Physics.

Academy

of Sciences

of

In convent1onal ce11s of RAD [1] there 1s s1nglep8SS interaction
smal1 part
signa1.

of radiat10n

of the BWO power

A mult1pass

ing effic1ency
We report

V

.

and

into acoust1c

ce11 1s a s1mp1e method

of increas-

of radiation - gas interaction
[2. 3}.
on a higbly sensitive subm1111meter gas

RAD spectrometer

and

with gas molecules

is transformed

200

(4) (Õ min"" 3 .10-11 cm-1 at 't',..,
1 s
with quasi-optical oav1ty

- 380 GHz)

absorption oe11s. Weak absorpt1on 1ines of N20 mo1ecule
in states 001. 200. 040 and 030 are stud1ed. The resu1ts
are used in the mo1ecular
phosphine

smal1

Comparative
proves

spec1es

analys1s

of monogermane

for

down to the 50 ppb 1eve1

analysis

(4].

with the gas ohromatographic

that 10w concentrat1ons

have been determined
of the proposed

method

11ne subm1111meter
1. Andreev
E.N.,

of po1ar gaseous

correct1y.

Range

B.A., Burenin

spectra

species

of npp11cab11ity

for the investigation

mo1ecu1ar

method

of weak

1s d1soussed.

A.V., Krupnov

A.F.. Karyak1n

Shapin S.M. - J.Mol.Spectroso.,

1976, v.62,

p.125-148.
2. Kazakov

V.P. - Izv.VUZov

- Radiofiz1ka.

1980. v.23,

N 7. p.877-879.
3. Veeken

K., Dam N., Reuss J. - Infrared

v.25. N 5. p.683-696.
4. Kazakov V.P.. Parshin
VUZov - Rad1ofiz1ka.

V. V.. Dryagin
1986. v.29.

Phys1cs.

Yu.A.

N 2.

- Izv.

p.24Q-243.

1985.
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FURTHER MICROWAVE 1NVEST1GATIONS
OP MOLECULAR PRESSURE LINE

SHIPTS

S.P.Belov,
N.P.Zobov, E.N.Karyakin,
A.F.Krupnov,
V.N.Markov, V.A.Skvortaov,
M.Yu.Tret'yakov
1natitute
of Applied Phyaica,
the USSR, Gorky, USSR
A further

development

Academy of Sciencea

of the inveatigationa

of
of mo-

lecular
preaaure line ahifts initiated
in ~,2] ia presented. The ehifte of linee 220.-211 of molecules H232S,
~33S, ß234S by the preaaure of various gases are atudied experimentally.
The tempersture
dependences of line
ahifte investigated
in [31 are extended now to the linea
pf asymmetric tops H2S and H20. The validity
and the general character
of the before obtained dependences'of
shifts
on quantum numbers J and K are confirmed by the
experiment.
The measured self-shift
parameter

L1:Jeh (101.-000) = 4.8 MHz/Torr, self-broadening

(K,7HU)

óì)br
(101.-000) = 27 MHz/Torr. The estimates of the
line shifts of the molecular ions are obtained. The Ritz
combination
by pressure.
infrared

principle

is used to analyze

An example

spectra

of centimeter,

of ammonia

tions of the phenomenon
are considered.

is considered.

and

Some applica-

of the line shift by pressurc[~

1. S.P.Delov,

2.

the line shifts

submillimeter

V.P.Kazakov, A.P.Krupnov, V.N.Markov, A.A.
Mel'nikov, V.A.Skvortsov, M.Yu.Tret'yakov.
J.Mol.
Spectrosc., 1982, v.94, p.264.
S.P.Belov, A.F.Krupnov,
V.N.Markov, A.A.Mel'nikov,
V.A.Skvortsov, M.Yu.Tret'yakov.
J.Uol.Spectrosc.,
1983, v.101, p.258.

3. S.P.Delov,

-

-

V.N.Markov,
A.F.Krupnov,
.V.A.Skvortoov,
M.Yu.Tret'yakov.-1zv.VUZov, Radiofiiika, 1985,~28,p.~~
4. S.P.Be~ov, A.F.Krupnov, A.A.Mel'nikov, V.A.Skvortsov,
H.Yu.Tret'yakov. - 1zv. VUZov, 1985, v.28, p.1203.

-
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rþ5. ~ound and Excited Vibrational
States of Water. Pure
~tational
and Fundamental Band Spectrum Investi~ation
5.p.Be1ov. I.N.Kozin,
O.L.PolYansky, K.Yu.fretyakov,
N.11'.Zobov
lDstitute
of Applied Physics, Academy of Sciences of
the USSR, Gorky, USSR
New line

frequencies

of pure rotational

spectra

of

H2160 and H2180 in both ground and first
exc1ted 010 vibrational
states were measured. In particu1ar.
5 submil1imeter 1ine frequencies
of 010 pure rotational
spectrum of H2160 in the region between 230 and 600 GHz were
measured and fitted
to a model of 24 parameters of onedimensional Bore1 approx1mation (1) of Watson1an. All
known rotational
data [2,3.41 and about 200 energy 1eve1s up to K-14 [5) were used in the fit and for the
first
time a11 of them were fi t1õed to with1n experimenta1 error for rotational
data and G =500 14Hzfor the
energy 1eve1s of Ref.[5].
The attempt to fit 811 these
data in a conventional
model resu1ted in standard deviation 60 times greater
than in our mode1.
The investigation
of H2180 spectrum resulted
1n 24
rotationa1
constants
for both ground and 010 states
which reproduce the new1y obtained l4Wand known pure rotational
[6] and V2 fundament81 band da.ta t7] to experiment81 uncertainty.
Some of the constants
were fixed to
the va1ues of H2160 constants.

-

1. Polyansky O.L. J.Kol.Spectrosc..
j1g. 79 (1985).
2. KuzeH. Astrophys.J.,
239. 1131 (1980).
3. Helminger P.. Messer J.K.. and De Lucia 11'.C.

-

-

Appl.Phys.Lett.. ~. 309 (1983).
4. Ka.upp1nen
J. et 81. - J.Kol.Spectrosc.. 11. 15 (1978).
5. Camy-Peyretc. et a1. - Mol.Phys.. Jl, 1641(1977).
6. Johns J.W.C. J.Opt.Soc.Am.,Ser.B. l. 1340(1985).

-

7. Guelachvili G.

- J.Opt.Soc.Am..

12. 137 (1983).

-
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REANALYSISOP ~ 1 PUNDAMENTAL
BANDSOF DEUTERATED
H~
140LECULAR
10NS ANDITS PREDISSOCIATIONSPECTRtß4
INTERPRETATION

O.L.Polyansky and N.P.Zobov
Inst1tute
ot App11ed Phys1cs, Academy of Sc1ences
of the USSR; Gorky, USSR
D~+

of H2D+ [1) and
Reanalys1s of V1 band trequenc1es
(2], 2 l4Wfrequenc1es
of H~+ and about 20 combina-

tion

difterences

from

V2

V3

and

bands

of

H2D+

[3)

18

performed. 1t 1s shown that poor t1t in (1) and (21 1s
due to misass1gnment.
The following reass1gnment 1s
done: for H2D+ the line+ 3168.702

cm-1 1s ass1gned
-1

-

,505 - 404 and for D~

as

the line 2990.154 cm
as
441
330' ass1gnment of the lines 2899.242 and
2899.362 cm-1 18 interchanged
and the 11ne 2832.859

-

-

1s presumably attr1buted
to 515
514
ass1gnment results
in about ten times
than in Ref. (1) and (21 in the model
and in the standard dev1ation of about

cm-1

of H2D+. Th1s rebetter fitting
of up to J6 terms
7.10-3 cm-1 (IR

data) for both H2D+ and D~+ in the model of up to J4
terms. A model of one-dimensional
approximation
[41 of
Watson1an 1s used in both cases.
The predissoc1ation
spectrum of H3+ [5] based on
the approach of Ref. (4) 1s 1nterpreted
as pure rotat10nal and rov1brational
forbidden tranBitions
of high J
levels in var10us v1brat1onal
states.

1. AmanoT.

- J.Opt.Soc.Amer., ~, 190 (1985).
- Can.J.Phys., ~, 1886

2., Lub1c K.G., AmanoT.

3. Poster S.C., McKeller A.R.W., Peterkin
1.R.,
J.K.G., Pan P.S., Crofton M.W., Altman R.S.,
J.Chem.Phys.,
~, 91 (1986).

-

(1984).
Wat80n
Oka T. ~

4. Polyansky O.L. J.Mol.Spectrosc.,
~,
19 (1985).
5. Carrington A., KennedyR.A. J.Chem.Phys., j!1, 91
(1984).

-
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01 Dentad and Dentad-dvad

01 uCD.

from FT-IR SDectra.

G. Mlllot+, B. Foy., J.I. Stelnfeld", G. Plerre+,
+ Laboratolre
de Spectronomle
Moléculaire
DIJON
FRANCE

.

A. Valentlna and L. Henrya
et d'lnstrumentatlon
Laser

-

Massachussets

a Laboratolre

Instltute

The Inlrared
(920-1200

on

Spectronomle
the same

and

the

Moléculalre

order

1. l<r4cm-J.

de Parls.

wlth the

conslst

The accuracy

been
de

IInes Is 01

for the dyad

of the frequencles

of the two fundamental

tensorlel

5th and

Is

The parameters

01 the pentad

and

pentad-dyad

[4 ].
The standard

[1]

developed

3rd order

and pentad

2".

for tetrahedral

(63 operators)

of the reduced

are determlned

devlatlon obtalned

"J. (A 1) and

for the ground

from the dyad "L'''.
Infrared

bands

2"L (A 1 + E),

The an~lysls of the Infrared data Is

state and dyad parameters

are flxed to the values resultlng
pentad

bands

Hamlltonlan

dyad (40 operators)

The 40 ground

spectra

has

Laboratolre

wldth (3 x 10-scm-J.

and comblnatlon

up to the 6th,

operators),

the

cm->')
of

The FWHM 01 the unblended

(A 1 + E + F2) and "L + ". (F1 + F2).
molecules

In the dyad reglon

<1800-2300
Spectrometer

for the pentad).

The overtone

achleved

molecule

for the dyad and sllghtly worse for the pentad.

The pentad
"s( F2),

reglon

Transform

to the Doppler-Flzeau

and 6 x 10-scm-J.

PARIS

of the uCD.

pentad

Fourler

- USA
- FRANCE

CAMBRIBGE

Moléculalre

spectrum

cm->')

recorded

of Technologle

de Spectronomle

spectra

state

respectlvely.
Hamiltonlan

Infrared analysls

by slmultaneous
and

the

(10
[2]
[3J.

analysls

pentad

of

Raman

for the Infrared data Is about 1 to

2 x 10-scm-J..
[l]

J. P. Champlon

[2] V.I. Perevalov,
1-19 (1985)
[3] G. Plerre,

and G. Plerre,

J. Mol. Spectrosc

n,

255-280

(1980)

VI. G. Tyuterev and B.I. Zhlllnskll, J. Mol. Spectrosc

A. Valentln and L. Henry G3 Rlcclone

[4] G. Mlllot, B. Lavorel,
Ubllce 86

R. Salnt-Loup,

lll.
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R. Chaux, G. Plerre and H. Berger,
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Effect1ve Rotat1onal Ham11ton1ana for Molecules W1th
Large Amp11tude

Mot1ons

K. Sarka

P Th9.

Derivation

of the Nonri~id

(Effective)

Rotation-Lar~e_

-Amp1itude

Internal

Hami1tonian

of the General

Kotion

Ko1ecu1e

Viktor

Sza1ay

Research Laboratory for Crysta1 Physics, Hungarian
Academy of Sciences, P.O.Box 132, H-1502 Budapest,
Hungary

A nonrigid (effective) rotation-large-amp1itude
interna1 motion Hami1tonian of the genera1 mo1ecu1e

~

i8 deve10ped to order of magnitude
TVIB providing
a method for accurate ab initio ca1culation of rotation-large-amplitude
rigid mo1ecu1es
frequencies
amplitude

interna1

motion

the 1arge-amp1itude

of which

vibration

are much

spectra
interna1

1e8s than their

frequencies.

of nonmotion
sma1l

- 87 -

~10. ~vestiKation of Forbidden Submillimeter Spectrum
of-AsH) !e-V2aI and V4aI States and Jo1nt AnalYsis
of Submillimeter and Infrared Data
V.P.Kazakov, A.F.Krupnov, V.N.Saveljev, 0.N.U1enikov
Institute of Applied Physios, Academy of Sciences of
the USSR, Gorky, USSR
An experimental study by RAD spectrometer (11 of
both allowed (JaO,1,2,)) and weak "forbidden" (for
example,
~)_O,
)
1, 2 0) rotational
transitions
of
AsH) in the

and V4aI states

200

- 940 GHzV2aIis

described.

1n the

frequency

The observation

range

of weak

( 1"'1o-7-1o-8cm-1) IIforbiddenll transit10ns
of ASH) became possibledue 1;0the use of multipassoavity absorpanalysis
was carried
tion cells [2,3]. A theoretical
out taking

V4 states
known

1nto account the 1nteraction
between V2 and
and new submillimeter
data togetherwith

experimental

tional

constants

results

of AsH) molecu1e

al V2aI and V4aI states
va1ues of spectroscepic

1. Krupnov

A.F.

[4,5,6,1].

-

A set of rota-

1n excited

vibration-

was obta1ned which ref1ned the
constants determined earlier.

Vestnik Akad. Nauk SSSR, 1978,

H 7, p.18.

2. KazakovV.P.
v.23,

- Izv. WZov, Radiofizika,

1980,

N 7, p.811.

3. KazakovV.P., Parsh1n V.V., and Dryagin Yu.A.
WZov, Radiotizika,

1986, v.29,

N 2, p.240.

4. DiLonardoG., Fusina L., and Johns J...0.
Speotrosc., 1984,

5.

Scappini

- Izv.

- J.

1101.

v.104, p.282.

F. and Oka T. - J. 1101. Spectr08o.,

1981,

v.85, p.390.
6. Kazakov V.P., Mel'nikov A.A. - Izv. WZov,
zika, 1985, v.28, H ), p.379.

Badiofi-

7. KazakovV.P., KrupnovA.F., Guarnieri A., DiLonardoA.,
and Scappini F.

- J.

1101. Spectrosc.,

1985,v.112,p.3~7.
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1nfluence o! the ftesolut1onon the Common Beam 1ftSn~

B. Jordanov.BUlgar1anAcademy of Sc1ences.1nst1tuteOf
Organ1cChem1stry.1113 So.tia.Bulgar1a
1n some previous
troscopy' was adopted
tropic

sample

the term "common

is introduced

beam spectrometer.

beams

variously

polarized.

ignores

the overall

being

ple and records
transmission
responding

onlythe

measurement
beams.

beam principle
mena

instruments.

in the 1R region

the common
linear

and circular

suring

device

permits

ment

turns

features

AlthoUgh

to be a typical

medium

up to 0.06

the common

the same as in the case
Four basic

linear

optical

pheno-

on the basis

of

and circular

dichroism,

The design

of the mea-

The resolution

for side phenoof the instru-

for obtaining

and .tor calculating

common

with variously

case. however.

out to be very important

ble spectral

resolution

is simply

one to compensate

i.t they are present.

meters.

spectrometers

birefringence.

mena

or the

The cor-

could be measured

beam principle:

the

of the sam-

to both beams.

.trom two records

exactly

path

optical

and reference

di.tference in absorption

1n the latter

o.t the dispersive

absorption

with FTIR

remains

sample

spec_

an an1so.

1n this measurement

ratio w1th respect

the di.tference spectrum
polarized

both

beam

in wh1ch

into the common

o.t a double
spectrometer

\

works

.tor measurements

beam measurements

optical

reliapara-

are considered

resolution

task. increasing

the

cm-1 leads

to a considerable

im-

provement ot the spectral features especially in the cases when dispersion and interference curves are recorded.
Some typical

examples

are shown.
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Reduction

of the Effect1ve

for the Degenerate

Rotat1onal

V1brationa1

Halll11ton1an

States

of Sx.mmetr1c

Top Mo1ecu1es
~. Urban,

D. Papouãek,

M. Garc1a

Hernandez

A m1xed matr1x-operator
form of the effect1ve
rotat1onal Hamilton1ans has been d1scussed for the
degenerate
cu1es.

v1brat1onal

In th1s scheme,

be appl1ed

states

a contact

to the effect1ve

the operators

of the

of symmetr1c

top lIIo1e-

transforlllat1on can

Halll11ton1an such that

-2,~2- and -2,-1-

Jf-type

1nteract1ons as we11 as the operators of the
6k .!3
and
!4 1nteract1ons are el1minated
the f1rst order
tat10nal

ter

^

terms of the expans10n

Ham1lton1ans

frolll

of the ro-

1n terms of the emall parame-

.

The results
relat10n

between

the effect1ve

have been used to d1scuss
var10us

rotat1onal

c1al emphas1s on the
pyram1dal mo1ecules.

XY3

1nteract1on
Ham1lton1ans
sem1r1gid

the cor-

parameters
.1th

1n

the spe-

and nonr1g1d

- 90 -
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Th1rd Order Theorv of the L1ne Intens1t1es 1n the
Allowed and "Forb1dden" V1brat1onal-Rotat1onal -Bands of

C3v

Holecules

H.R. Al1ev. O. PapouAek. ä. Urban
A th1rd order theory of the 1ntens1t1es of t~
allowed and "forb1dden" (perturbat1on allowed)
trans1t1ons

to the fundamental

v1brat1onal

levele

of
C3v
sem1r1g1d molaculee has been worked out
by us1ng the method of contact transformat10ne
app11ed
Expl1c1t

to the electr1c
express10ns

d1pole

moment

l1ne etrengths of the al10wed (À k
wel1 as forb1dden
from the ground

operator.

have been obta1ned
.

O.

for the
:tl)

as

(A k " :t2. :t3. :t4) trans1t1ons

v1bron1c

state

to the fundamental

v1brat1onal
leve1s of C3v
molecules.
The treatment takes 1nto account a11 the
1mportant Cor101ïs and anharmon1c 1nteractions 1n
8 C
3v mo1ecu1e 1nc1ud1ng the+ effect of the "2,2'
and "2,-1" t-type and Á k ..-3 1nteract1ons on
the intens1t1es of the a110wed and forb1dden
v1brat1ona1-rotat1ona1
The expreee10ns
a110wed

and forb1dden

trans1t10ns.
for the 11ne strengthe
transit10ns

are g1ven

of the
here

1n a form su1table to f1t the experimental
dat~ on
the 1ntens1t1ee 1n the v1brat1ona1-rotat10nal
spectra

of

C3v

molecu1es.

-

pTh14.
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Microwave Die1ectric Re1axation of AQueous 8i1icic
Acid So1utions.
K.E.Zu1fu~arzadeh,

A.A.Tevosov

The rotation~1
di1uted

by si1icic

wave die1ectric

re1axation

processes

acid have been

spectroscopy.

in water

studied using micro-

Comp1ex

permittivities

of the si1icic acid s01utions with the sodium hydroxide
and ethan01 ndditives wcre measured in the microwave
range as a function
Comparative

of concentration

aqueous sodium ~rdroxide
any model considerations
for the frequency

~uantitatively

Debye-type

bands.

Obtained
the f~amework
nization

re1axationa1

consists

spectrum

results

of three virtua1

bands

reorientations,

respectively.

Interna-

IR 8pectroscopy,

ted spec~ra1

positioßs

corroborates

the asslßnment

ref1ecting

All

solutes

the t~~-mode

of that band

of the three-dimensional
species

considered

leaving Wlshif-

of the two others.

of charged

unresolved

and the sing1e mo1ecu1e

influeace on1y the low-frec!uencyballd

Effect

orga-

for the aqueous

observationally

rearrangements

plalned
n1sm.lt

in

According to this approach the
beinõ

10cal structure

regions

structure

of VlI-th

Reso1ution

are

of three

are analyzed

water

(Proceedings

on'High

1982, p.45).

pure water

spectra

on the earlier

solutions

tional Conference
prague,

ionic conductivity

by superposition

of the three-1evel

based

for the

solutions. Irrespective of
experimental data corrected

independent

reproduced

aminoacid

and temperature.

meacrurements were a1so performed

hydrogen

This feature
to disturbed
bond

on the spectra

network.
is ex-

by the rotational dielectric friction mechais established that besides monomers and small

anio~v,sl1lc~c

acid also ex1sts

(..6% by I:IB.ss)
1n neutral

(at concentrations

up to

form as'h.i.(;hly
polar ion pairs.
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8tudy

of HBO Molecule Overtones Usi
in the Near IR Range

Diode Lasere

Yu.V.Kos1chk1n. A.I.Nadezhdinski1, S.P.Penchev
General Phys1cs Inst1tute, Acad. of 5c1.,
}4oscow,USSR
Parameters

of th1rd overtone

lines

of water

in

the near IR range (O,89}fm) were studied with pulse
diode laser spectroscopy methods as a functton of
temperature and pressure of the buffer
On the basis of this data a laser
measuring, of atmospheric
tested

in expedition.

qas (air).
device for

humidi ty was created

and was

- 93 -

P Th16. Resonance

Peculiarities in SP6 Absorution
C011isional Broadeni~

Lines

Yu.V.Kosichkin. A.I.Nadezhdinskii, E.V.Stepanov
General Pbysics Institute, Akad. of Sc1., Mosoow,USSR
Using

diode 1aser

broadening

H2'

spectroscopy

methods,

a part of

spectrum at 950 om-1 was studied for o0111sional

32SF6

by buffer
32
34
SF6t SF6.

gasesr

He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe, N2, CO,

It was found out that We1sskopfs
of c011isional

broadening

processes

than that of &as k1netioal

oross

sect10n

6w

was quite 1arger

processes.

It was shown that at distances
s1ve 1nteraction contr1butes mainly

rw=Vú./'ilthe disperto broadening and

at 10w pressure ine1astic o0111sions aooompainid by
nonradiat10na1
trans1tions between rotat10nal sub1eve1s
of SF6 take po.rt.
Cons1derable differences
mental

and calculated

trajectories
(normalised
paramcter

/1/) values
to Born's

appears

That
relative

cross

motion,

momentum

which usua11y

mode1s

experi-

of o1assical

sect10no

sect10n)

peoul1arity

t1zing of the angu1ar

found between

of trans1tions

as a funct10n

of c011is10nsX.

to be the most

resonance

ca1culated

of cross

cross

of adiabaticity

.i.ncreasingof experimental
of"X..1

were

(in the approrlmat1on

sect10ns

of

The resonant
in the reg10n

s1cn1ficant.
is exp1ained
of c0111ding

by the quanparticlea

1s not considered

in the

/1/.

In the quantu.Q case quasicrossing

of rotat10nal

terms

of JF6 m01ecule appears 1eadtng at certain conditions
to increase ot eft1ciency of re1axo.t10n processes e~d
cOl.s1quent1yto
sions.
1. L.A.V~shte1n,
and speotra1

more etfect1ve
I.I.Sobelman,

11nes broadening.

1ine broadening

at c0111-

K.A.Yukov.

Atoms

- M. Nauka,

1979.

ex1t1ng

-

P Th17.
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High ResolutionFar_ _!nJ_r_a!"~<!~~ctra
and

of

the

Molecules

S=C=C=C=S

O=C=C=c=S

F. Holland,

M. Winnewisser

and J.W.C.

Johns

The far infrared
spectra of the molecules s=c=c=c=s and
O=C=c=C=S were measured with a Bomem FT spectrometer
at an
apodized resolution
of 0.004 cm-l. The latest
results
of the
analysis
of these spectra will be discussed.
t'.1I.,

H.W.: ?hy",ikGÜi;;c\,-Claell.i..d,,,a
InoitiluL
der Justus-Liebig-Universitaet
Heinrich-Buff
Ring 58
6300Giessen
West Germany
J.W.C.J.:
National
Research Council Canada
of Astrophysics
Herzberg Institute
100 Sussex Drive
Ottawa, Ontario
KIA OR6
Canada

-

/118.

-
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CARS _Sl'ECTROSCOPY_OP_V1BRATIONALLY
S.S.Alimpiev,
natyuk,

V.I.Fabelinskii,

C.M.Nikiforov,

General

l'hysics Institute,

1isiona1

A,A.Mokh-

V.V.Smirnov
Acade~

of Sciences

of the

USSR

The results

of CARS-spectroscopy

processes

p01yatomic

D.N.Kozlov,

MOU;CULES

P.l'.l'ashinin, A.M.Prokhorov,

B.G.Sartakov,

USSR. Moscow,

EXCITED

of vibrationa1

mOlccules,

fie1d, are presented.

resonantly

studies

enercy
excited

CARS spcctra

of c01-

exchange

in

by IR laser

of SF6' SiP4 and

CPJI m01ecules have been recorded at res01ution of
0.15 cm-1. This vibrationa1 excitation of m01ecu1ar
states has been carried

out at different

with the TEA CO2-1aser, the intensity
be1ng varied up to 1 J/cm2.

of this 1aser

In the experimentson co11isional
'\}'" - 1J I energy exchange processes
m01ccules
!wlction

1\1"_V'

distribution

has been deterøined;

also a few characteristic

energy

tants have

ln the experiments

CPJI spectral
ded.

been measured.

1ines

and

in SP6 and SiP 4

the shape of the vibrationa1
and its time deve10pment

!requencies

exchange

of CPJ radicn1s

time conswith

have been recor-

-

P Th19.
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Res1dua1Rov1bratorBranches1n the Infra-Red~ekt~
~
of L1gu1d

Carbon

D1sulf1de

and 1ts Solut10ns

E.Steger, R.,D1eckmann
Un1vers1ty
Dpt. Chem1stry, DDR 8027 Dresden,
To our know1edge

of Techno1ogy Dreeden
Mommsenstrasse
13

the 1nfra-red

spectrum

of 11qUid

CS2has never been scrut1n1zed so much as to arouse con_
cearn for a weak s1de-band at the short wave f1ank of
the absorpt10n
ved w1th more

at 392 cm-1
1ntens1ty

( bend1ng

w1th

CS2).

CS2 d1ss01ved

It 1s obeer_
1n cyc1ohexa_

-

equ1valent
ne (C6H12) and some other solvents
branch of the gas phase! The P-branch 1s a1most

by the strong
trat10ns

central

1n C6H12

band, but appears

as shou1der.

of

theR_

h1dden

at 10w concen-

CS2 ant1symmetr1c

stret-

ch1ng shows at 10w concentrat10ns
1n C6H12 a ree1dua1Pbranch as a shou1der at 1518 cm-1, separated 12 cm-1from

the ma1n absorpt10n (gas phase: PR

=

18 cm-1).
CH2C12 comb1ned w1th C6H12 almost quenches the rov1brator contr1but10ns,
but a shou1der near 400 cm-1rema1ns even 1n pure CH2C12. CC14 ( and n-heptane a1most
so) produces a sYmmetr1c absorption around 1520 cm-~ but
acts just as C6H12 around 390 cm-1.
It was thought at f1rot that the add1t10na1
cou1d

ar1se from some structure

1n the 11qu1d.

bands

But ".hen

a CS2-C6H12 m1xture 1s heated from 20 to 800C on1y sma1l
10sses 1n peak 1ntens1ties coup1ed \.ith broadenung occur

( constancy
To account

of 1ntegra1 intens1ties).
for the reoidua1 rov1bretor

contribut1-

ons, theories start1ng frolD CS2-d1mers etc. apl,ear to
be rather d1stant from rea1ity. Different effects from
solvents

upon

bend1ng

and stretch1ng,

pressed by 1nteraction coefficients,
t1me of free rotat10n w1th d1fferent
t10n

1n d1fferent

solvents.

resp.,

ma~ be ex-

re1ated to average
v1brat1ona1 excita-

r

P Th20.
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127
Hyperf1ne 5tructure of
12 !! 640 nm and 612 nm
Wave1enQth Measured 1n the Ga1n Proflle of the

~Ne

Laser

J. B1ab1a

p T1121.

On thc

Determination

and Dipole

of the

Moment for

for

of the

Hi~~-Excited

Hamil tonia.n

Vibrational

- ---

of the H2 1 bo IOOlecule
A.D.Bykov,
O.N.Ulenikov,
The method

rarameter

States

- -

.- -- -

and A.S.Zhilyakov

investigating

the

spectra

of highly-

cxcited
vibrationa1
states
of the H20-type
molecules
has
been dcveloped
based on the model taking
into account
the presence
of resonance
interactions.
Using this method
the analysis
has been maae and the inverse
problems
have
becn solved for the second
-(031)-(012)-(210)-(130)-(050>>.
spec trum and the line
and the parametera
of
been four~d.

hcxade

of H20 (statea
The study of the

in tensi ties !1aa becn carried
out
the transformed
dipole
moment have

The similar
analyais
of the systcm
bands wbose absorption
lines
are in tbe
has been ~ade based on the experimental

(1.' ~).
tion

line

Both

the

intensities

cnergy

(111)energy

spectrum

have

a1so

and

been

the

of vibrational
range of 0.59}l1D
data from Refs.
vibration-rota-

investigated.

R efcrences
1.

C.CaII\Y-l'eyret,
J.-lvJ.l<'lat.:d, J.-:l.Mandi!!,
J.-F.Chevillard,
J.Brault,
ù.A.Hamsay,
k.Vcroloet,
ani J.Chauville, J.~ol.Spectrosc., 1ll, 208-228 (1965).
,. A.ß.Antipov, A.D.BJkov,
V.A.Kapitano~,
Y.P.Lo,asov,
Yu.S.~akushkin,
V.I.Tolmachev,
O.N.Ulenikov,
and
~. 449-459 (1981).
V.i.Zuev,
J.~ol.Spectroac.,
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HiRher-order Dipole Moments for pure Rotational
sitions of Methane-type Yolecules
M.R.Aliev 1),V.M.Mikhai1ov1) ,and

~

~!\..

.
2)
J.K.G.Watson

1)Inst1tute of Spectrosoopy, Moscow
2)Herzberg Inst1tute of Astrophysics, Ottawa

Exp110i t expressions in terms ot moleou1ar par8l!let~
and angular momentum oomponents have been obtained tor

the etfeotive d1pole moment operntors M05' and M22 dete,
m1ning the higher-order oontributions to the intens1t7'
perturbat10n allowed rotational absorptlon spectra ot
methane-type moleou1es.The
calculations
med by the method of sequentlal contaot

have been perfa
transtormatioJ

The term M05 is essent;:al only for the ground vibromc
state, wh11e the term M22 may be slgniticant for the
excited states of degenerate vlbrations.
1 )Y.R.Aliev

and

J .K.G.Watson,

Modern

Researoh"

(Ed.K.Narahari

press,

New York,

1985. p.1-67.

in

"Molecular

spectrosco

Rao). vol. III.Academic
,

J
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Diode Laser

Spectroscopy

BH3 Molecules
Hi~-Intensity

of Pulsed-Jet

Subject to Vibrat10nal
IR Laser Badiation

Cooled

SP6 and

Exc1tat1on

bY

V.M.Apatin, V.M.Krivtsun, Yu.A.Kuritsyn, G.N.Makarov.
and 1.Pak
To understand
tion of mo1ecules
tia1 to revea1

the physics

of multiphoton

in a strong laser

the exc1tat1on

v1brat1ona1-rotational

meohanism

1eve1s.

present

the experimenta1

sonance

invest1gat1ons

field,

exoita-

it 1s essen-

of 1ow-ly1ng

In th1s paper.

resu1ts

of doub1e

1nto the exo1tat1on

we wi11

IR-IR redynamics

of 5P6 and NH3
molecu1es coo1ed 1n a pulsed supersonic jet. The probing radiation used was .that of a
tunable
with

diode laser.

The absorption

spectra

obtained

the aid of th1s 1aser were used to register

deplet10n
under

of the rotat1ona1

the effect

ot a pulsed

subleve1s

the

ot the molecules

002 laser.

We have measured the portion tj of molecules
exc1ted trom various rotational sublevels by the 002
laser radiation and studied the laser fluence and
exciting pulse fre!Uency dependences ot fJ. Diode
1asers were used to probe transitions from both the
ground

and v1brat1onally

and multip1&trequency
the strong

1R laser

exc1ted

exc1tation
field.

states upon

sing1e-

of the molecule8

by

-

P Th24.
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DIPOLB IIDMEN!I!SOF THB ROTA1'IONALAND MULTIQUANTUJ4

VIBRATIONALTRANSITIONSIN LINBARANDSY1IiIlmrRICTOP
MOL1iX:ULES:DIPOLB MOMENTFUNCUON OF CARBONYLSULPHIDB

V.M.Mikha110v
Inøt1tute
ot Speotroøoopy,
Moøoow, USSR
The determ1nat10n ot d1pole moment funotion
(DMP)
of sem1r1gid m01ecule trom var1o~ experimental
data
1s conø1dered.
The data1no1ude the integral
intenø1 tieø
ot intrared
tundamentals,
tirst
and second overtones
and binary combinat1on bands as we11 as the Herman-Wal11e taotors,
intens1t1es
torbidden rotationa1
and v1bratlona1-rotat1ona1
transitions
and the prec1se data on
the d1p01e moments of var10us vibrat10na1
and rotat10Express10ns tor these data are presented
, na1 etates.
tor 1inear and symmetr1e top m01ecu1es in terms ot tenBOr e-parameters;
exact re1at10ns ot 8-parameters
with
bas1c m01ecular parameters
and d1p01e moment derivat1vee are a1so presented.
The re1at10ns for the emp1rica1
parameters
in the d1p01e moments and IIriF parameters are
app110ated tor OCS m01eou1e. DMFOCS thus determ1ned
we11 reproduced the observed va1ues ot average dip01e
moments1) and trans1t10n
d1p01e moments. Some app1ioat10ns DMFOCS are oons1dered.
In particular
the dependence ot average d1pole moments on the quantum numbers
18 obtained in the torm:

-

}let(V1,

V~, VJ. J.t)

0,020426(57)

a

(V1+ 1/2)

-

0.70J44(402)

-

-

0,010921

(JO) (V2+1)

0,000278(15)(V1+1/2)2
+ 0,0738(12J)
(V3+ 1/2)
0,000060(5)(V2+1)2
+ 0.000204(10)
(V1+1/2)
+ 0.000107(7)!2
+ 0,0000OO5J(J+1)
.

1)

K.T8naka,

H.Ito, K.Harada,

J.Chem. Phys., ~,

T.Tanaka,

5393. (1984).

+

-

(V2+1)+
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Limiting Ordering Schemes of Vibrational-Rotational
Interactions in Theory of Molecular Spectra
V.M.llikhailov
Institute of 3peotroscopy,Moscow,USSR
VariOu8 ordering schemes ((g)-grouping) of v1brat1onal-rotat10nal interaotions 1n expansion of molecular
Ham11ton1an Hvr= 1:. I\nn ( ~Jn) -schemes w1th f1nal )1.order/1,2/ and lim1ting schemes /3,4/ - are oons1dered
from the point of view of ch01se of optimal order1ng
,...

,...

~

scheme for oalculation of oertain
(or Mbn) 1n effective rotational Hamiltonian
(or effective d1pole moment
operator).Various
conventions

~

are presented

}.-orders

through

of vibrational

the

and rotat1-

onal o~erators and commutatorsjin group1ngs /1-4/ ~orders
^ OL m+pnwe)are presented in the follow1ng way:
N=.(m+Jn.-.N=m+2n -Oka/2/ ,N=m+n -Amat-Nielsen/1/ ,N=m+( n
(E:-ÞO)-Watson/3/(W) ,Na e.m+n (E.~)-W.khailov/4/(II).The

of

.1

group1ngs

on the

(...

between S~)
(m+n{5) operators of the oontact
transformation (CT) method in various groupings were ob-

relations
11
I

tained
11

I

by "unravel"

the exponential

The caloulation

algorithm

moment

by CT method

oprators

schemes

((W),(M))

operator

of high-order

technigue.

transition

in the 11miting

is suggested.Expressions

dipole

order1ng

for the redu-

ced 1Îum (m+na5) o)erators are obtained in terms of~)
(m+n~4)
and S~,Smn(R)
operators.Some aspeots of effective rotational Hamiltonian construction in var10us grouoings

for the case of acoidental

resonances

are discussed.

/1/G.Amat,H.H.Nielsen,G.Tarrago,Rotation-Vibrat1on
Polyatomic

Molecules,Marcell

/2/T.Oka,J.Chem.Phys.,!1,5410,

of

Dekker,N.Y.,1971
(1967)

/3/J.K.G.Watson,J.Mol.Spectrosc.,101,8J,(198J);!Ql,350,(1984)
/4/V.M.Mikhailov,~"Kicrovawe
oations".Sc1ent1fic
So1enoes

ot

the

Couns11

Spectrosoopy

and Its App11-

of Speotrosoopy,Academy

USSR,Mosoow,1985,p.2J5-J29
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LINE INTENSITY AND COLLISIONAL .BROADENINGOF WATERVAPOIt

V.A.Kapitanov,

lN mE REGIONOF 0.59 .wn
V.P.Kochanov, V.P.Lopasov, 1.S.Tyryshkin

-

The paper describes
the resul ts of measuring
the absolute
values
of the water-vapor
absorption
coefficient
in the region
of 0.59 um. The measurements
were carried
out using
an automatiz~d
spectrophotometric
comp1ex based
on a JO-m mul tipass
ce11 and a CW dye 1aser wi th 1inewid th as 10w as 0.007 cm-1. The coefficien t KJ was de termined at room temperature
and nbsorbing
path of 2 km.
The automatization
invo1ves
the rea1 time recording,
the
input
and output
emission
intensities
and primary
data
processing
providlng
for the restitution
of the va~ues

.

ïhe subsequent
processing
of the data Was carried
~#
out using a computer
B~Sliö-6. 'fhe .1'itting
of the theoretica1
expressions
for K# to the experimenta1
ones was
carried
out using the 1east-squares
method and extracting the values
of intensities,
line broadening
par'ameters and their
con.1'idence
interva1s.
The ni trogen
and oxygen pressure-broadenings
in the
0.59 um region
were investigated.
The Voigt profi1e
and
the contour
in the higb-speed
co11isions
mode1 were used
to describe
the spectra1
1ine shapes.
As a rcsult,
the
with the < 5% erro= (for the 1ines
va1ues of intensities

\"Iith the absorption
coefficient
the values of the impact-collicion
conste,.!'lts were obtained.

~

-6 -1

10 cm ) as wcll
and self-broadening

as

-

I

fh27.
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Shape. Broade:ninP: and Shift of Microwave Doublet Lines
of Symmetric Top Molecules
Yu.S.Makushkin
and A.I.Petrova
The impact theory of line broadening
developed with
taking account of collision-induced
relaxation
connection between the components of rotational
doublet lines
enabled one to determine the strong relaxatioll
connection between the doublet lines of the symmetric top molecules. For the molecules with large inversion
splitting
the spectral
exchange results
in the composite dependence of the line contour shape on the diagonal
and off-diagonal matrix
elements of the impact relaxation
operator
^ The numerical computer realization
of these elements
calculation
enables one to determine that for the mole-

.

cules with high potential
barrier
and large inversion
splitting
the collision
effect
of spectral
exchange together with the appearance of the cross-relaxation
parameter
shift

~

~ results
~f spectral

in essential
lines.

additional

narrow1ng

and
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on the Oalculation

Method

of Spectral

width in Microwave and Infrared
Linear Molecules and Asymmetric
Yu.S.Makushkin,

A.I.Petrova,

A new high-speed
tral line halfwidths
ned

on the basis

method
ween

Line Gases

Half-

Spectral Regions
Top Molecules

UsiDß

V.N.Stroinova,

algorithm

of calculating

of atmospheric

of the Anderson

of estimating

the interacting

the average
gaseous

S.P.Belyalov

gases

the spec-

was determi-

impact

theory

impact

parameter

particles.

and the
bet-

As an example,

the broadening of spectral lines of H20, 002 and 00
was considered. As a whole, a good agreement of the calculated

values

i8 obta1ned.

of halfwidths

The

line halfwidths

enabled

sical regularities
ticular,

and the experimental

study of temperature

one to find out a series

of spectral

the resonance

dependence

line broadening.

collisions

havc been

data
01' the
of phyIn par-

~stimated

to affect essentially the ~O molecule spectral li!leS
broadening,
and the role of the above collisions is m~r~
important
compared

in the case of water vapor
with

the H20 broadening

self-broadening

by the N2 molecules.

as

r
fh29.
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On lnvestigation
Rotational

of ~ater-Vapor

High~

Excited

Transitions

K.A.Aganbek'yan,

O. V. Voi tsekb.ovskaya,

V. V .Ku1ikov,

Yu.5.Makushkin, G.A.Gu1yaev, N.N.Trifonova,
V.N .Cherepanov
The measurements
000

-

000, 000 -010

carried

out using

of water-vapor

a diffraction

to account

the ca1ibration

by fitting

the experimenta1

71 H20 1ines

formed

spectral

in the region

spectrometer.

function
resu1ts

by transitions

bands

8 to 12 JlIDhave been
Taking

of the spectrometer
the intensities
between

of

the states

with 1arge valucs of rotational quantum numbers (J
were

in-

~

10)

determined.
~ased on the project1on

ta1ned

va1ues

and the parameters
F factor have
compar lson

made.

perturbation

of 1ine intensities

of v1bration-rotation

been found

wi th

the

data

(F.
from

theory

the ob-

have been interpreted

(1 +~
the

interaction
C~fi)

11 terature

2). The
has

been

of

-

P Th30.

The Freon-12

Absorp1i10n

106

..

-

Spec1irum

1n 1ihe 10.8

pm Rel!:ion

O.K.Voi1isekhovska;ya, Yu.V.Kos1chk1n, Yu.8.Makushkin,
A.I.NadeZhdensk11,
E.V.81iepanov, A.Yu.Tishchenko,
N.N.Trifonova,
V.N.Cherepanov
The resul1is

of measuremen1is and processing

-

of 1ihe

absorpt10n coeffic1ents
~ cv ) of 1sotopes of 1ihe CF2C~
m01ecu1e wi 1ihin 1ihe 915-930 cm-1 frequenc;y range are presented. The absorpt1on spectrun is measured using a 1a-

ser spec1irome1ier w11ih1ihe resolu1iion ~ 10-4_10-3cm-1.
The cond1t1ons

of the experiment

are 1ihe following:

par1i1a1 pressure

of CF2C12 varies w11ihin 0.25-0.9
torr,
L = 12-28 cm, T = 130 K and 296 K,
1ihe error of measurement ~ (-J) ~ 2~.
The centers of vibrat10n-rota1i1on
(VR) lines are
ca1cu1ated according to the model of effec1iive rotat1ona1 Watson' s Ham1l1i0nian [1]. When ca1cu1atlng
1ihe line
intens1t1es
1ihe VR effec1i of 1ihe 1nterac1iion 1s neg1ec1ied. The va1ue of 1ihe 1n1iegral 1ntens11i;y of the band
the

cav11i;y 1ength

Y6(S ~6) is taken as a var1ed parame1ier. The va1ue of
-2 -l
35
= 292 cmabus
found for the CF2 C1 1sotope (T=296 K).
In 1ihis case, the mean rat10 of 1ihe calculated
values
t( y ) to 1ihe measured oncs 1s ~ 1% that on the average
is w11ihin the limits of 1ihe experimenta1 error. The va1ues of 1ntens1ties
of separate
lines are in good agreemen1i wi1ih those measured in [2,3J.
References
1. H.Jones, M.Mor1110n-Chapey.- J.Mo1.8pectr.,
1982,
V.91, N1, pp.87-102.
2. G.Reste111, F.Cappe1ani,
G.Me1andronc.-Pageoph.,
1978/1979, v.117, N3, pp.531-536.

8'16

3. F. Cappe1ani, G.Res1ie1li~ G.Me1androne.-Infrared
Ph;ys..

1979, v.19,

pp.195-200.
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1'h31. LINE WING sP.t.cmOSCOpy
1.1.l~esmelova,
O.B.Rodimova,

S.D.Tvorogov

Transm1ssion
windows 1n lR-spectra
of some molecular
gases are of great
practica1
1nterest.
The absorption
1n
these
spectral
reg10ns
is caused by far wings of strong
spec tral
1 ines.
A survey of the line w1ng theory developed
by the
authors
is reported.
The essential
po1nte of the theory
are the consistent
use of the semiclassical
approximation for molecular
mass center
motion and the asymptotic
evaluation
of integra1s
at frequencies
far removed from
the line center.
The result
is that the probability
for
molecules
to be at def1nite
separations
depends on their
interaction.
The potential
of intermolecular
interaction
is the ma1n physical
Cause determining
the spectral
and
temperature
behavior
of absorption
coefficient.
The 11ne
w1ng theory gives the quantitative
interpretation
of
available
data on absorption
in vibration-rotation
spectra in the troughs
between l1nes and 1n the band wings
for different
gas mixtures.
The examples
of the 1nterpretation
are reported.
The clear
conceptions
underly1ng
the theory
and its
numerous applications
as a separate
branch
spectroscopy.

allow one to treat
this approach
of spectroscopy
named the line wing
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ON THE INV:;STIGATION OF SP ECTRAL LIN E CONTOUR
TRANSFOlUiiATIONStnIDæ THE ACTION OF CUL:LISIONS
- ._- Ai'iD
-

LASER-RADIATIONb'IELD
~.A.Korotchenko,
Yu.N.Ponomarev,
The results of experimental
isolated

and overlapped

lines

B.A.Tikhomirov

investigations
contour
ahapes

of

of the
the

dipole
H20 molecule
vibration-rotation
spectrum
in the
fields
of disturbing
particles
and laser
rad1ation
are
d1scussed.
The measurements
have been carried
out us1ng
a two-channel
opto-acoustic
laser
spectrometer
in the
range of disturb1ng-gas
pressures
10 to 760 torr
at the
laser-rad1ation
intensity
~ 108 W/cm2.
The effect
of the following
factors:
fressure
and
type of a broadening
gas, fre, quency
intensi ty and laser
radiation
polarization,
on the absorption-line
contou~
shape and the 11ne center
ah1ft has been invest1gated.
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Fr1dsv.

September

~2t2!2S_~!!!!22

12

(Cha1rman H. Jones)

L Fl.

lnvestigation

R. D'Cunha,

of Hot

V.B.

Band

Kartha

Spectroscopy
Division
Bhabha Atomic Research
Trombay,

Numerous
transform
Results

hot

spectra

Bombay-400

band

of intensity

using

a tunable

using

a line

diode

tunable

* Spectra were
Obaervatory,

CO2

Job

lndia

in the
been

will

recorded
at the Kitt
Tuscon,
Arizona.

long-path

identified

on aome

as well

laser

V.A.

in Ammonia

Centre

have

measuremcnts
laaer,

and

085,

transitions

of ammonia*

Transitiona

of

these

tranaitiona

as optogalvanic
be presented

Peak

National

Fourier
and assigned.

and

measurements
discussed.
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Reduced

G.

Pouss1aue,

Laborato1re

E. Pascaud,

COPENJmGI!:N

appear

polyads of

,

(at

th1rð

orderj

au æRS
350,

ChemicaJ.

P91405

ORSAY

Laboratory

Cedex

- PRANa:

v

5, Un1verø1tetsparken

BaIII11ton1an

expans10n

correlated,

1nteract1ng

involves
as more

a lot
as

of coefficienta
larger

it descr1bes

v1brational states. These coefficients are

defined

not

of poss1b1e contact transfoxmatiol1D

because

the BaIII11ton1an

wh1ch preserve

ðyad

11, DENMIUUt

strong1y

\lNllllb1guously

and

Lolclt*

B4timent

Inst1tute,

The V.R.
wh1ch

J.-E.

of copenhagen,

Jlr8ted

pentad

Assoc1d

de Par1s-Sud,

*Un1vers1ty

DIt-2100

uco..

d'Infrarouge,

Univerø1td

'l'heB.C.

for

BaIII11ton1an

-

as shown by Pereva10v
et a1.

fOCII,

In XY.. mo1ecules, the contact transforma.tions which have to

be taken 1nto account

in a 3rð order study invo1ve I

- for the (0100

and

dyad one

0001)

1st

order and one 2nd

orðer generators
- for the (0002. 0101, 1000, 0200 and 0010) pentad four 1st
These generators can

order and ten 2nd order generators.
us1ng

a reduced

equa1

number

more

d1ff1cu1t

detenl1.ned

Bami1tonian

of coeff1c1ents.
for

on1y

neous1y
J'-20
anaJ.ys1s

t.he

after

App1ied
BaIII11tonian

expansion

to

uco...

with
18 as
with

on1y
good

pentad

these

the

63

pentad and the dyad

than

in

and

the
16

adjusted

respective1y.

of

such

for

the

formulation
and

parameters.
case

are

be

fixed to

coeff1cients

an

in much
and

dyad,

f1.xed

zero

can

be

trials.

pentad

63 adjusted
as

which

The choice

many numerical

descr1bing

in

of

has

dyad

1cvels

led

to

treated

a

reduced
simu1ta-

The fit of the 1evels

a separated
constrained

reduct1on1ess
par_ters

unti1
polyad
for

the
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VIBRATIONALANDROTATIONAL
RBLAXATION
nr

GASESAND

SHAPE OF Q-BRANCHES IN HIGH-llliSOLUTION CARS SPECTRA
V.I.Pabelinskii,
S.Yu.Volkov

D.N.Kozlov,

General
Physics Institute,
USSR, Moscow, USSR

M.R.Malikov,

V.V.Smirnov,

Academw of Sciences

of the

The characteristic
dependence of isotropic
Raman
spectra Q-branches shape on density enables collisional
rotational
and vibrational
relaxation
contributions
into the broadening and shift of the contour
to be separated and the crossections
of corresponding
processes
to be determined. However, in case of polyatomic molecules high spectral
resolution
and high precision
of
frequency calib~tion,inaccessible
to spontaneous Raman
spectroscopy,
is needed to obtain the information
of
that kind.
The present study deals with isotropic
coherent
Raman spectra ~-branches shape behaviour in dense molecular gases such as N2, C2H2, CH4, SiH4, SP6 at pressures up to 150 atm. The resear~h has been carried out
by means of CARS-spectroscoPJ with the resolution
as
high as (1-3)'10-3
cm-1. Effects of collisional
narrowing of the Q-bran~hes, due to rotationally
inelastic
collisions,
and broadening due t~ vibrational
dephasing
have been obscrved íor molecules of difíerent
types.
Thc rate constants
and crossections
of these processes
have been determined
L F4.

Rotat10na1
~H3,
K.

Ass1Qnment 01 H1Qher V1brat10na1 States 01

Us1nQ H1crowave-Oøt1cs1

Lehmann

Doub1e

Resonance

-112-

(Che1rmen
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- P.R.

Bunker)

The v2 Band of HOBr
G. A. McRae and E. A. Cohen

Jet Propu1sion Laboratory, Ca1ifornia
Pasadena, CA91109, U.S.A.

Institute

of Technology,

Recent1y the gas phase i nfrared and microwave spectra of ~OBr and
DOBrhave been identified by Koga, et al. (l) As part of a co11aborat1ve effort, the subnri111meter and far infrared 1ascr sideband
spectra have been observed at JPL. In addition, the 1162cm-1 "2 band
of HOBrhas been observed at 0.0056cnr1 re501ution using the ~'ct~ath
'Solar Te1escope Four1er transform spectromet2r at Kitt Peak National
Observatory.
In spite of a very low samp1e concentration,
112transit10ns were ass1gnab1e for Ka<5 and J<42. Cor101;s resonances have
been observed between the Ka=2 1evels of "2 and the otherwise
unobservab1e Ka=l 1eve1s of 2"3' A tota1 of 889 1nfrared features
have been fftted wfth a rms dev1ation of 0.00U57 cm-1. These are
approxfmate1y equa11y divided between the two main fsotopic spf:'c1es
and represent 1272 ass1gned transitions.
Features from wnich frequencfes for the indfvfdua1 specfes cou1d not be o~tafned were
exc1uded from the ff t but are we11 deternri ned by the paramet:er set.
Mfcrowave data(1) as we11 as subnri11imeter and far fnfrared ~aser
sfdeband measurerænts have been 1ncort>orated in the fit to iß1.Jrove
the ground state parametp.rs. The spcc trum wil1 1"! descrfbed.
t~o'ecu1ar parameters for "2' 2"3 and thefr int~raction If11 be presented.
1. Y. Koga, H. Takeo, S. Kondo, M. Sugie.
persona1 communfcatfon from C. t1atsumun

and r.. Matsumura.
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H1erarch1c
~1cs

strocture

of 'Dennutation-1nversion

of molecular

p:rou'Dand

motions

J.Makarew1cz
A.M1ck1ew1cz

Un1versity,Poznañ,Poland

The symmetry
mot10ns

of the

m~lecule

tion-invers10n
only

group

nucle1

funct10n

is

loca1

wavefunctions.We

subgroup
point

1.e.:

group

because

1 t generates

Gp1

many generating
trajectories
loca1

chains

min1ma.ln
of the

between

of subgroups

G 15
group

to

the

c1ass1fy
the

11 tt1e

determ1nes

cha1ns

sma11est
from

group
the

of

M,

strocture

of subgroups

are

hypersurface

energy

Gk C Gp1

1s the

determine

,J.Chem.Phys.1Z,1433

w1th
equ1va-

the

poss1-

sp11ttlngs

due to the

decomposition

of Gp1 on

systematic

feas1b1e

assoc1ated

connect1ng

1eve1s

the min1ma.The

of a11 poss1ble

1. J.T.Hougen

move

G different

group"

consequence,they

tunnellngs

vation

nuclei

the

found,that

may exist.They

the

chains

permuta-

= {Gn... {G1{ GHl.For a g1ven G and Gp1

on potontia1

hierarchies

by the

suff1c1ent

have

of a m~1ecu1e.

the

min1mum M of the poten

po1nt

:gM=Ml.Th1s

that

1ent

1s a "reduced

Õa {g.Gp1

0/ Gp1
such

of Gp1 is

determ1ning

descr1bed

Gp1 1,~.However,if

some subgroup

the molecular

ble

potent1al

1n the v1c1n1 ty of some loca1

tia1.then

the

of the

groups

way of the
for

a mo1ecu1e.

/1962/.

2. H.C.Longuet-Higg1ns,M01.Phys.g.445
/1963/.

deri-
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HvdroRen
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TunnelinR
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Effects

Protonated

in !h!

Acetvlene

Infrared

Jon T. Hougen
Spectroscopy
Division,
National
Bureau
Caithersburg,
HD 20899, USA

Holecular

Spectrum

C2H3~

of Standards,

The goal of the present
work is to indicate
what sorts of
rotation-vibration
spectra
might be expected
for protonated
acetylene
when the three protons
in the molecule
are allowed
to
interchange
roles in a cyclic manner
by migrating
around an

.

elliptical
orbit encl~sing
initio calculations1,

the

two

carbon

atoms,

H-+

H-C=G-H
+

suggested

t
H-C=C-H

..

..

as

by ab

etc.

..

+-H

On the one hand, approximate
rotation-vibration-tunneling
energy
levels
can be obtained
by mapping
the protonated
acetylene
problem
onto an internal
rotation
problem
already
discussed
in the
literature3
in terms of numerical
calculations
in a Principal-AxisHethod
treatment.
on the other hand, semi-quantitative
rotationvibration-tunneling
energy
levels can be obtained
for the high
~arrier
limit by applying
to protonated
acetylene
an Interna1-AxisHethod-like
forma1ism
origina11y
set up to treat the water dimer.
The agreement
betwen
the numerical
PAH calculations
and the
algebraic

IAH

results

Unfortunately,
tunneling

Weber,

4164

the

splittings,

has not yet
at the 1985
lJ.

serves

as a check

development

statistical

of

on

both.

this

wcights,

formalism,
selection

with
rules,

led to an assignment
of the spectrum
of C2H3+
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Symposium
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